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Abstract
In this dissertation we present a simplified scalar numerical model, derived from Maxwell’s
field equations, for the fiber laser amplifier simulations. Maxwell’s equations are reduced
using a technique called Coupled Mode Theory (CMT).
The reduced model is made more efficient through a new scale model, referred to as an
equivalent short fiber, which captures some of the essential characteristics of a longer fiber.
The equivalent short fiber can be viewed as a fiber made using artificial (nonphysical) ma-
terial properties that in some sense compensates for its reduced length. The computations
can be accelerated by a factor approximately equal to the ratio of the original length to the
reduced length of the equivalent fiber. Computations using models of two commercially
available fibers – one doped with ytterbium, and the other with thulium-show the practi-
cal utility of the concept. Extensive numerical studies are conducted to assess when the
equivalent short fiber model is useful and when it is not.
Fiber quantum defect heating is included in the model. We solve the heat equation
coupled with our CMT equation to get the solution. Transverse Mode Instability (TMI)
is observed in both ytterbium and thulium doped fibers. Various power thresholds are
presented for TMI. Also, to find the root cause of TMI and to investigate how to mitigate
this chaotic process, we have experimented with different refractive index gratings. A few
gratings are presented with numerical results which show promises.
Finally this dissertation uses numerical simulations of a thulium-doped optical fiber am-
plifier to predict various performance characteristics such as peak temperatures, expected
output powers and efficiencies, presence of Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE), et
cetera. Single- and two-tone configurations are studied. In the latter case, the two laser
sources are separated in frequency by the amount that corresponds to the peak Raman gain,
i
and a few seed ratios at various total seed powers are examined.
To reduce the excessive computational time and resources needed to simulate the CMT
equations and also to study TMI efficiently after sufficient number of time-steps, the code
is parallelized using both shared and distributed memory configurations. The techniques
employed in this strategy give linear speedup as we increase the number of time-steps for
a fixed number of nodes.
ii
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The term optical fiber refers to very thin, flexible, highly transparent strands/pipes of dielec-
tric material that carry light along their lengths. In 1970, Corning Glass researchers Robert
Maurer, Donald Keck, and Peter Schultz invented fiber optic wire or "Optical Wave-guide
Fibers" capable of carrying 65000 times more information than copper wire, through which
information carried by a pattern of light waves could be decoded at the other end of the fiber
even a thousand miles away [39]. Since then the field of optical fibers has grown so much
that the modern day life is pretty much surrounded by fiber optics applications. Starting
from telecommunication and networking, optical fibers are now used in healthcare, TV
broadcasting, information technology, industrial applications, sound navigation and rang-
ing (SONAR), et cetera [2]. Typically, long optical fibers may need to have their signal
light amplified else intrinsic losses may reduce the signal to be unusable. An optical ampli-
fier is a device that amplifies an optical signal directly, without the need to first convert it
to an electrical signal. They operate on the same principle as a LASER (Light Amplifica-
tion by Stimulated Emission of Radiation). The main difference between these two is that
there is no feedback mechanism to induce a resonant wavelength in an optical amplifier as
there is for a LASER device. American physicist Gordon Gould coined the word LASER
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Figure 1.1: A typical step-index transverse cross-section, not drawn to scale
and patented optically pumped and discharge excited laser amplifiers [21, 20]. In modern
times, LASER has been adopted as its own word that may refer to either laser light (i.e.
coherent light) or a laser device (i.e. a device that makes laser light). Gould also has major
contributions on laser uses and fiber optic communications that help power the internet of
today. Fiber amplifiers are used in welding, cutting, remote sensing, surgery, anti-missile
weapons, particle acceleration, confinement of nuclear fusion et cetera. For laser ampli-
fiers, rare-earth ion doped step-index fibers are good candidates. Figure 1.1 shows the
cross-section of a typical step-index fiber. It has a core region (or gain region) doped by
rare earth ions like ytterbium (Yb3+), thulium (Tm3+), erbium (Er3+), etc, surrounded by
a transparent cladding medium with slightly lower refractive index than core, which helps
keep the light inside the core region, and finally a polymer coating around the cladding to
protect the fiber.
2
1.1 Brief History of Optical Fiber Amplifiers
The importance of fiber amplifiers in enabling our current world of long-distance fiber
optics and submarine telecommunications cannot be overlooked [10]. High power fiber
amplifiers also have many other uses, for example, as defensive speed-of-light weapons.
High output powers have been achieved by solid-state optical fiber laser amplifiers [31].
Numerical modeling of these optical devices has also been effectively used by many [32,
47, 59, 66]. The transmission loss of the light passing through optical fiber is very small,
less than 0.2 dB per km with a light wavelength in the 1550 nm band. However, when the
length of the optical fiber is a distance as long as 10 km or 100 km, that transmission loss
cannot be ignored. When the light (signal) propagating along a long-distance optical fiber
becomes extremely weak, it is necessary to amplify the light using an optical amplifier.
An optical amplifier amplifies light as it is without converting the optical signal to an
electrical signal, and is an extremely important device that supports the long-distance opti-
cal communication networks of today. There are two main categories of optical amplifiers,
optical fiber amplifiers or OFAs, and semiconductor optical amplifiers or SOAs. This dis-
sertation mainly focuses on step-index OFAs. The most common types of optical amplifiers
include Erbium doped fiber amplifier or EDFA, Ytterbium doped fiber amplifier or YDFA,
Raman fiber amplifier or RFA, et cetera.
Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers are by far the most widely used fiber amplifiers in the
context of long-range optical fiber communications; they can efficiently amplify light in
the 1.5 µm wavelength region because telecommunication fibers have minimal loss in this
wavelength regime. A fiber amplifier distinguishes itself from a mere fiber waveguide by
having small amounts of rare-earth dopants (e.g., lanthanide metals), which are chosen to
provide laser amplification via stimulated emission when it is optically pumped with other
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light injected into the fiber. The basic structure of an EDFA consists of a length of Erbium-
doped fiber, a pump laser, and a wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) combiner. The
WDM combiner is for combining the signal and pump wavelength so that they can propa-
gate simultaneously through the amplifier. In the case of an EDFA, the optical signal, such
as a 1550 nm signal, enters the amplifier from the input. The 1550 nm signal is combined
with a 980 nm pump laser with a WDM device. The signal and the pump laser pass through
a length of fiber doped with Erbium ions as EDFA uses the erbium-doped fiber as an optical
amplification medium. The 1550 nm signal is amplified through interaction with the dop-
ing Erbium ions. This action amplifies a weak optical signal to a higher power, effecting a
boost in the signal strength. The EDFA was first demonstrated by Professor David N Payne
and his team at Southampton University (UK) [41], later investigated in [49, 43].
The core region of a step-index optical fiber amplifier is usually very small compared to
its surrounding cladding region. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a step-index fiber amplifier
Figure 1.2: Step-index Fiber, drawn to scale
cross-section, drawn to scale. The core region is shown using the red circle at the center.
Due to the very small core area, initially most of the optical fibers, as the power contained
is increased, the power density became high enough to induce non-linear effects and/or
fiber damage. In order to reduce the power density while maintaining the same amount of
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power, the fibers are fabricated with larger core mode areas. For many applications, one still
wants near-single mode operation, which can, in part, be accomplished by simultaneously
reducing the core numerical aperture or Numerical Aperture (NA) of the fiber (within the
limits of what can be fabricated realistically). This core NA of a fiber is defined as the sine
of the largest angle an incident ray can have for total internal reflection in the core. This
reduction of power density means that higher powers can be handled before non-linear
effects occur. Hence it is desirable to use optical fibers with particularly large effective
mode areas or Large Mode Area (LMA) fibers - often still with near single-mode guidance.
Fibers with larger core diameters usually support more than just one single guided mode,
namely the fundamental mode. Such fibers are usually called LMA fibers and/or few-mode
fibers. Due to the reduced optical intensities, such fibers effectively have lower non-linear
power thresholds and a higher damage threshold, which makes them more suitable for
any application that requires handling higher power levels. Whereas standard single-mode
fibers have an effective mode area below 100 µm2, LMA fibers reach values of hundreds
or even thousands of µm2. For a large mode area, one requires a large fiber core. However,
large-core fibers do not necessarily have large modes, if they are strongly multi-mode; at
least the fundamental mode area may then be much smaller than the core area [50, 37].
Fiber laser systems are usually insensitive to changes in the environment. Their effi-
ciency in term of energy use is comparatively higher and their maintenance cost compara-
tively lower than other alternatives available currently. Also, the countless applications it
has today have made it one of the most discussed and hot topic in the laser community. As
we have discussed earlier, the core of a fiber laser amplifier is very small (usually of order
10−5 m) compared to it’s length (usually in the neighborhood of 10 m ). This distinction
favors the non-linear effects in the core of the fiber that can significantly degrade the signal
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quality. As researchers achieved higher powers in fiber amplifiers, they were inhibited by
optical nonlinearities (especially stimulated Brillouin scattering). In order to suppress the
optical nonlinearities they started using fibers with larger core sizes (LMA fibers), which
reduced the irradiance by spreading the power out over a larger area. However, a larger
core contains more dopant, which absorbs the pump light faster, allowing for shorter fibers
that deposit more heat per unit length. This impacted the average and the peak power of
a fiber laser system significantly. Consequently, with power the heat-load of the system
also increased which resulted the onset of thermal effects in active fibers. Transverse mode
instability or TMI is one of the major manifestations of these thermal effects [33].
In the context of OFAs, LMA fibers are of great interest since they permit greater light
amplification per unit length and help mitigate the onset of other detrimental optical non-
linearities. Unfortunately, they are also more susceptible to the transverse mode instability
(TMI). The TMI is characterized by a rapid and chaotic exchange of power between the
guided core modes both along the fiber and in time. This energy exchange is driven by a
thermally-induced refractive index grating that naturally forms during the operation of the
fiber amplifier. We believe that numerical modeling is essential for investigating TMI and
other non-linearities like active laser gain during propagation, thermal load with time, etc,
that arise inside fiber amplifiers. The current difficulty in using numerical models is the
excessive memory requirements that force away the computation from laptops and work-
stations and onto supercomputers with parallelization to distribute the memory: indeed any
numerical technique used must be able to solve for the electromagnetic field within a long
fiber a vast number of times. Given the great computational burden of capturing length
scales as small as 10 µm, and time scales as small as 10 µsec (for the thermal problem),
techniques that further accelerate the numerical simulations have the potential to signifi-
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cantly enhance the ability for computer modeling to inform experimental designs and con-
figurations in a timely manner. There are other, even more reduced-physics TMI modeling
approaches out there [61, 60], but they compromise the accuracy and predictability of the
resulting model. We feel that the CMT approach offers the right balance of maintaining
important physical processes, while still making justifiable approximations for the fiber
amplifier problem. It is thus the intent of this dissertation to contribute such an acceleration
technique by developing a scaled model.
1.2 Light Guiding and Amplification Mechanism
Step-index fibers work on the principle of total internal reflection. Light reaching the in-
terface boundary at a particular angle between two materials is reflected such that it never
leaves the first material. In the case of fiber optics, light is reflected from the optical fiber
core-cladding interface in such a way that it propagates down the core of the fiber. This can
be explained by a brief discussion of Snell’s law of refraction and law of reflection, and a
physical quantity known as index of bottom material. According to Snell’s law, the light
will be bent from its original path to a larger angle in the second material. As the incoming,
or incident angle increases, so does the refracted angle. For the properly chosen materials,
the incident angle can be increased to the point that the ray is refracted at 90 degrees and
never escapes the first medium. The equation can be solved to give the incoming, or inci-
dent, angle which will result in a refracted angle of 90 degrees. Light hitting the boundary
or interface at angles greater than or equal to this value, as measured from the unit normal
of the interface, would never pass into the second material, but would rather undergo to-
tal internal reflection. Now change the model slightly so that the higher index material is





Figure 1.3: Light guidance in a step-index optical fiber
material, hits the upper interface and is reflected downward, then hits the second interface
and is reflected back upward, and so on. Like a marble bouncing off rails, light will make
its way down the waveguide as shown in Figure 1.3. Light introduced to the fiber at the
critical angle will be guided in the inner (higher index) material by total internal reflection,
and propagate down the fiber.
Though some propagating light may experience absorption or scattering due to inter-
actions with the fiber medium, these loss processes are almost always negligible for the
applications that we’ll be exploring later in this dissertation.
Laser light amplification is achieved by stealing energy from another source of light,
called the pump light, converting it into more of the signal (laser) light. Pump light is
usually incoherent (or at least less coherent). This energy exchange between the pump
light and the signal light is mediated through the active dopant in the fiber core region (e.g.,
a lanthanide metal). The active dopant naturally absorbs the pump light, but is then forced
to emit that absorbed energy as laser light, coherent with the signal light, through a process
known as stimulated emission (also called laser gain). If the fiber amplifier was not seeded
with a coherent laser signal, or if this seed was too weak, then much of the absorbed energy
from the pump light would be spontaneously emitted in all directions and over a variety
of wavelengths incoherently. It is possible for spontaneous emission to become trapped
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(guided) in the core region, and then later amplified by this same process, thus becoming
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), which is usually undesirable.
1.3 Motivation and Objectives
Simulation of full length fibers remains cumbersome and far from being routine. This
is because of the long simulation times and the large computational resources required.
Simulations using the full Maxwell system are too expensive [27] since there are mil-
lions of wavelengths within any realistically long fiber. An an example, consider the full
Maxwell simulation of Raman gain attempted in [48]: more than five million degrees of
freedom was needed to simulate an extremely short fiber containing 80 wavelengths (less
than 0.0001 m). Although a full Maxwell model of a realistically long (10 m) fiber can be
written out, its numerical solution is beyond the reach of today’s simulation capabilities.
The main objective of this dissertation is provide the field with a scaled model which uses
less numerical resources and also computationally inexpensive. The ability of solid-state
fiber laser amplifiers to deliver high output power has been exploited and studied over the
last few decades [31]. “Scale models” are ubiquitous in fields such as fluid dynamics. They
are physical or numerical models that preserve some of the important properties of an ob-
ject being modeled while not preserving the original dimensions of the object. One area of
investigation has been to formulate and study a miniature scale model of an optical fiber
laser amplifier. Our scale model reduces fiber length to increase computational efficiency.
While unable to preserve all properties of the original electromagnetic solution, our numer-
ical scale model is able to approximately replicate the original fiber’s power distribution, as
we shall see in later sections. After this introductory section, we will begin by describing
a simplified model of beam propagation in fibers. This model will then be used to derive,
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justify, and verify the scale model.
So, the primary objectives of my Ph.D. research are as follows,
• Re-create the AFRL’s CMT TMI fiber model, but with a finite element discretization
for the transverse domain, allowing this new model to better investigate fibers with
complex boundaries in their transverse domain. Write new thermal solver within this
model appropriate for the FE discretization.
• Include further model improvements that will make it feasible to use the model on a
local workstation rather than a full supercomputer.
• Develop, justify, and verify the fiber scale model called the equivalent short fiber.
Compare results with more complete CMT TMI fiber model.
• Apply the model to realistic high-power fiber laser amplifier problems. Include
physics for Yb-doped or Tm-doped gain media, Raman gain, multi-tone seeding con-
figurations, ASE effects, thermal lensing, and a basic (over-simplified) inclusion of
fiber coiling effects.
• Study the exchange of energy between core guided modes (akin to the TMI phe-
nomenon) by introducing artificial refractive index gratings in the fiber.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
Following is an outline of this dissertation,
• In chapter 2 the mathematical model of the wave propagation problem is discussed
in detail. It also introduces modes of step-index optical fibers, different electric po-
larizations, and the numerical methods used.
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• Chapter 3 gives details about our amplifier code implementations and the distributed
memory parallelization techniques used in the code.
• In chapter 4 we discuss a new scale model, referred to as an equivalent short fiber,
which captures some of the essential characteristics of a longer fiber using signifi-
cantly less computational resources.
• Chapter 5 introduces transverse mode instability and presents results regarding TMI
thresholds.
• Chapter 6 presents numerical simulations of a thulium-doped optical fiber amplifier
to predict various performance characteristics such as peak temperatures, expected
output powers and efficiencies, presence of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
in single- and multi-tone optical fiber configurations.
• Finally, in chapter 7 we show experiments with Bragg grating and some artificial
refractive index gratings applied to different regions in the fiber core.
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Chapter 2
Numerical modeling of light propagation
James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879) is regarded as the greatest theoretical physicist of the
nineteenth-century. Although he died young, Maxwell not only formulated a complete
electromagnetic theory, represented by Maxwell’s equations, he also developed the kinetic
theory of gases and made significant contributions to the understanding of color vision and
the nature of Saturn’s rings. Maxwell brought together all the work that had been done
by brilliant physicists such as Oersted, Coulomb, Gauss, and Faraday, and added his own
insights to develop the overarching theory of electromagnetism. He had developed a theory
that explained the relationship between electricity and magnetism, and correctly predicted
that visible light consists of electromagnetic waves.
2.1 Maxwell’s equations
Like all electromagnetic phenomena, light propagation through optical fibers is governed
by Maxwell’s equations. The Maxwell’s equations are a set of fundamental relationships
which govern how electric and magnetic fields interact. The equations also explain their
relationship to charge and current. They form the backbone of much of modern electri-
cal and telecommunication technology and are often quoted as being the most important
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equations of all time. The equations consist of a set of four - Gauss’s Electric Field Law,
Gauss’s Magnetic Field Law, Faraday’s Law and the Ampere Maxwell Law. The system















∇·D = ρ f ,
(
Gauss’s law for electric field
)
(2.1c)
∇ ·B = 0,
(
Gauss’s law for magnetism
)
(2.1d)
where E and H are electric and magnetic field vectors respectively and t denotes time. D
and B are corresponding electric and magnetic flux densities. The current density vector J










. Also, the flux densities D and B which arise in response
to the electric and magnetic fields E and H propagating inside the medium, are related by,
D = ε0E+P ,
B = µ0H+M,
where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and µ0 is the vacuum permeability. P and M are the
induced electric and magnetic polarizations.We use the usual Cartesian coordinate system,
where the z−direction is the longitudinal direction of the fiber and the fiber cross-section
is represented by the xy-plane.
Gauss’s law (equation (2.1c)) describes the relation between an electric charge and the
electric field it produces. This is often pictured in terms of electric field lines originating
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from positive charges and terminating on negative charges, and indicating the direction of
the electric field at each point in space. For magnetism (equation (2.1d)) it states that the
magnetic field flux through any closed surface is zero. Any magnetic field line entering the
region enclosed by the surface must also leave it. No magnetic monopoles, where magnetic
field lines would terminate, are known to exist. Faraday’s law (equation (2.1a)) says that
a changing magnetic field induces an electromotive force (EMF) and, hence, an electric
field. The direction of the EMF opposes the change. This third of Maxwell’s equations
is Faraday’s law of induction and includes Lenz’s law. The electric field from a changing
magnetic field has field lines that form closed loops, without any beginning or end. Finally,
magnetic fields are generated by moving charges or by changing electric fields. This fourth
of Maxwell’s equations, encompasses Ampère’s law and adds another source of magnetic
fields (equation (2.1b), namely changing electric fields.
Media like optical fibers are non-magnetic and free of free charges, which makes the





















∇ ·D = 0,
(
Gauss’s law for electric field
)
(2.3c)
∇ ·B = 0.
(
Gauss’s law for magnetism
)
(2.3d)
Now, solving equation (2.3) for a 3d, 10 meter long optical fiber, which is the usual length
of a physical fiber amplifier, requires a lot of computational resources and is very time
consuming. The following sub-section attempts to simplify equation (2.3) by using some
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standard assumptions from optical physics.
2.1.1 Maxwell’s wave equation
The analysis of Maxwell’s equations can be greatly simplified by assuming the fields to be
time harmonic, or sinusoidal. A method called the phasor technique [36], often used by
electrical engineers, is used here. We assume that the electric field E and the magnetic field











where Re(·) denotes the real part of the field. E and H respectively denote the complex
electric and magnetic field. The variables x, y, z denote the usual Cartesian coordinates; e,
and i respectively denote the math exponential and the complex imaginary number
√
−1.












Both the fields E and H are assumed to satisfy Maxwell’s equation independently, but are
coupled through the corresponding electric polarization term P. Finally, after eliminating
the magnetic field term H from equation (2.5), we have,
∇×∇×E−ω2ε0µ0E = ω2µ0P. (2.6)
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Further, we may write 1
ε0µ0
= c2, where c is the speed of light, and ω
2
c2 = k
2, where k is the
wave number of the propagating field. Also, ∇×∇×E =−∆E+∇(∇ ·E) where ∆ denotes






∂ z2 ). The electric field is linearly polarized in
a fixed transverse direction. Furthermore, since the field has high frequency oscillations
along the z-direction, its variations along the transverse directions may be considered neg-
ligible. It is therefore standard in optics to neglect ∇(∇ ·E), hence, equation (2.6) takes the









During fiber amplifier operation, multiple lights of different wavelengths can be present
inside the fiber at any given moment. All the individual fields satisfy (2.7) independently.
So assuming that there are M number of total wavelengths present inside the fiber at any








= 0, where `= 1, . . . ,M. (2.8)
where E`, k`, and P` respectively denote the electric field, wave-number, and the polariza-
tion field of the light of wavelength λ`.
2.2 Electric Polarizations (P`) and Propagation Model
All the interactions between the propagation material and the electric field occur through
the electric polarization. Electric polarization refers to the separation of the center of pos-
itive charge and the center of negative charge in a material. The separation can be caused
by a sufficiently high-magnitude electric field. The polarization model used in this dis-
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sertation [22] accounts for linear background material interaction, background linear loss,























... E`E`E`+ . . .
)
, (2.10)
where χ( j)` is the j
th order electric susceptibility, which is given by a tensor of rank j+1.
The index ` denotes the corresponding wavelength of the optical field. Electric suscep-
tibility is a dimensionless proportionality constant that indicates the extent or degree of
polarization of a dielectric material in response to an applied electric field. For most lin-
ear dielectric materials, the polarization is directly proportional to the average electric field
strength, with a constant proportionality ratio of two. The greater the electric susceptibility,
the greater the ability of a material to polarize in response to the field, and thereby reduce
the total electric field inside the material (and store energy) [9, 8]. A medium made of mate-
rial whose molecular geometry has inversion symmetry in it, like SiO2 in optical fibers, has
negligible second order susceptibilities. All of the polarizations mentioned above derive
from the first order susceptibility term χ(1) except the Raman optical non-linearity, which
derives from the third order susceptibility term χ(3). The different polarizations considered
in our model are discussed in the following subsections.
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2.2.1 Background Polarization






The real part of the electric permittivity is linked to the refractive index of the fiber material











= n2− 1. Finally, the polarization
due to background material interaction in terms of the real component of the first order

















The laser gain or loss in the fiber is accounted for by the imaginary component of the first-





[64], where γ` denotes the gain function of the `th









Im(·) denotes the imaginary part of the number. Linear or optical loss causes the optical
fiber to lose energy so the linear loss quantity can be thought of as a negative gain and thus





The value α` is often called the attenuation constant of the fiber.
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2.2.3 Active Laser Gain
The active laser gain, or just active gain, is the most important quantity behind the ampli-
fication of the signal. Similar to section 2.2.2, the polarization term is derived from the
imaginary part of the first order susceptibility. We denote the active laser gain function by





The core of an active fiber amplifier is usually doped with lanthanide rare-earth elements
like Ytterbium (Yb), Thulium (Tm), Erbium (Er), or Holmium (Ho). In this dissertation
we will discuss only Yb- and Tm-doped fibers.
2.2.3.1 Tm-dopant ion dynamics
The Tm ion population dynamics are schematically represented in Figure 2.1. The model
involves four manifolds. The total number of Tm ions (per volume) is
Ntotal = N0(x,y,z, t)+N1(x,y,z, t)+N2(x,y,z, t)+N3(x,y,z, t) (2.14)
where N0 represents the ground state (manifold 0) ion-population concentration, while N1,
N2, and N3 denote ion concentrations at excitation manifolds 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
What we have named energy manifolds 0, 1, 2, and 3, represent Tm energy levels usually
written as 3H6 3F4, 3H5 and 3H4, respectively. Pump light of frequency between 790 nm
and 793 nm excites the Tm ground state ions into higher energy manifolds, thus depleting
manifold 0 at the rate fpσ abs(ωp)N0 while increasing the excited manifold j at the rate
fpσ ems(ωp)N j, where σ abs and σ ems represent measurable absorption and emission cross
sections of Tm [1], and f` =
I`














Figure 2.1: Simplified diagram of Tm energy levels
where } is the Planck’s constant. We must also take into account the fact that an excited ion
in manifold j can decay spontaneously to a lower energy manifold k at the rate 1/τ jk. An
excited ion in manifold j can also decay non-radiatively to the next lower energy manifold
at the rate Γ j. Finally, two nearby Tm ions may exchange energy with one another through
a process called cross-relaxation, wherein One Tm ion has an electron in the highest energy
manifold of the four that have been mentioned; this electron drops to an intermediate energy
level by giving some of its energy to an electron in the ground state of other Tm ion, also
raising it to an intermediate energy level. Cross-relaxation is represented by the slanted
arrows in Figure 2.1, while the other processes are represented by up/down arrows. The
rate constant for the cross-relaxation is denoted by κR, which is directly proportional to
the total dopant concentration. Higher concentrations put more Tm ions near one another,
thus increasing the probability of the cross-relaxation event. The cross-relaxation, which
creates two excited Tm ions for every pump photon (a two-for-one process), increases the
amplifier efficiency (while upconversions, which are neglected in our model, decrease fiber
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efficiency). Following [40], these processes are modeled by





















































abs(ω`) f`, ψems` = σ
ems(ω`) f`, ` ∈ {s, p}.
Next, we make the simplifying assumption that all the time derivatives ∂t in (2.15) may be
neglected. By doing so, we are neglecting the time variations in the ion populations that
occur at an extremely small time scale of around 10−8 s.
















































Equations (2.15a)–(2.15c) after setting ∂t = 0 immediately yield N1,N2,N3 in terms of N0.












































Then, the steady-state solution is given explicitly by
N0 =

















Using this, we set the gain expressions by
gs = σ ems(ωs)N1−σ abs(ωs)N0 (2.18)
gp = σ ems(ωp)N3−σ abs(ωp)N0. (2.19)
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2.2.3.2 Yb-dopant ion dynamics
The model for population dynamics of Yb ions is simpler as it can be modeled using only
two energy states, the ground state and one excited state manifold, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Hence, instead of (2.14), we now have
Ntotal = Nground(x,y,z, t)+Nexcited(x,y,z, t)
where Ntotal denotes the total population concentration in the fiber, Nground represents the
ground state ion-population (in 2F7/2) and Nexcited denotes the excited state ion-population
(in 2F5/2). The absorption and emission that model the two-state dynamics now result in
∂Nexcited
∂ t
= ψabss Nground−ψemss Nexcited (2.20a)




Ntotal = Nground +Nexcited, (2.20b)
where now we must use the absorption and emission cross section values [51] of Yb for
σ abs,σ ems while computing ψabs` ,ψ
ems
` . The parameter τ is the upper level radiative life-
time of the excited state. As in the Tm case, we assume that the system has already reached









































Normalized Raman Gain Spectrum
Figure 2.3: Experimentally measured normalized bulk Raman gain coefficient (normalized
gR) as the offset frequency between any two operating wavelengths inside the fiber [40].
Finally, the active gain expressions are modeled in terms of the above Nground and Nexcited
by
g` = (σ ems` Nexcited−σ
abs
` Nground), for ` ∈ {s, p}. (2.22)
2.2.4 Passive Raman Gain
The stimulated Raman scattering or Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) is the only opti-
cal non-linear contribution used in this dissertation. SBS is derived from the real part of the








. The value of the Raman
gain depends on the frequency offset between the operating wavelengths in the fiber. So if
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` gRI jE`, (2.23)
where I j(∝ |E j|2) denotes the irradiance of the wavelength λ j, gR is a constant which is
called the bulk Raman gain coefficient, and ϒR` is called the coupling coefficient.
2.2.5 Thermal Effects
Heat deposition in fiber laser amplifiers predominately occurs through quantum defect heat-
ing, where high energy photons are converted to lower energy photons through the popu-
lation inversion of the active dopant. The energy lost during the process is referred as the




= κtherm∆xyT +Q(T ), (2.24)
where ρ0, C, and κtherm respectively denote the density, the specific heat capacity, and the
thermal conductivity of glass. T denotes the temperature and Q(T ) accounts for the heat





instead of modeling the absolute temperature value of the fiber, we take the difference of




= κtherm∆xyδT +Q(δT +Tatmosphere), (2.25)
where δT = Tfiber−Tatmosphere. This form of the heat equation also allows one to take a zero
Dirichlet boundary condition at the fiber boundary, which models the fact that the fiber sits
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on an actively cooled spool that uniformly and efficiently conducts away the heat from the
fiber. To simplify notation moving forward, we denote T = T (x,y,z, t) as the difference of





= κtherm∆xyT +Q(T ), in Ωz (2.26a)
T = 0, on ∂Ωz (2.26b)
where Ωz denotes the fiber cross-sectional area at the longitudinal point z and ∂Ωz is the
boundary of Ωz. The complete weak formulation of equation (2.26) is as follows:

















for all v ∈ H10 (Ωz). Here, H10 (Ωz) =
{








u · v dx dy.
Next, to determine the heat deposition in the fiber we estimate the energy lost along the
fiber as the population inversion converts pump photons into signal photons. Mathemati-











where ` sums over the various frequencies within the fiber, assuming those frequencies
are well-separated from one another [62]. Otherwise, the summation can be thought of as
an integral envelope about the bandwidth of frequencies of interest. The partial derivative
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in the longitudinal direction (2.28), in this case, only refers to changes in the irradiance
that result in heat production. The main sources for heat deposition in the fiber include
gain processes that ultimately result in the conversion of high frequency (energy) photons
into lower frequency (energy) photons, or through loss mechanisms where the medium
absorbs energy, such as intrinsic losses in the fused silica and/or hydroxide contamination.
Rayleigh scattering and bend loss do not lead to heating. Thus, the net irradiance flux






g`(r, t)I`(r, t)+ϒ`RgRIk(r, t)−α`heatI`(r, t)
]
. (2.29)
where α`heat is comprised of any absorption losses.
Finally, the effect of thermal loading on electric polarization can be modeled through a
simple perturbation model of the refractive index [47]. We write
Pthermal` ≈ 2ε0n δnE`. (2.30)
where δn is the thermally induced perturbation to the refractive index and is modeled as
δn = dndT T. We call
dn
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ink`α`− ink`g`− ink`ϒR` gRI j +2nδnk2`
)
E` = 0. (2.32)




in equation (2.32) by m`(x,y,z, t)
and write the propagation model as a perturbed Helmholtz system as
∆E`+ k2`n
2E`+m`(x,y,z, t)E` = 0. (2.33)
The step-index fibers used in this dissertation are all weakly guided. A step-index fiber
is called weakly guiding when the difference of refractive index between the core and the
clad is very small (usually less than 1%). A weakly guided fiber ensures the validity of
the paraxial approximation in which the majority of the optical power propagates along









Figure 2.4: A visual representation of basic configuration of an optical fiber amplifier
thus for simplicity we assume that the light injected is polarized only in the direction of the
x-axis. Consequently, Ey` and E
z
` are negligible. The longitudinal component of the electric
field (Ez`) has a very high frequency oscillation in that direction. As a result, we assume
U`(x,y,z) = E`(x,y,z) · êx and write the scalar form of equation (2.33) as follows:
∆U`+ k2`n
2U`+m`(x,y,z, t)U` = 0. (2.34)
2.3 Coupled Mode Theory
In guided wave-optics, CMT is a mathematical approach that approximates each optical
field present in the fiber waveguide as a set of individually propagating transverse guided
modes. This technique requires a separation of variables between the transverse direc-
tions (x,y) and the propagation direction (z). CMT was first introduced in the literature
in the early 1950’s [52, 42]. Later Schelkunoff [54], and Haus [26] derived the detailed
formulation of coupled mode equations. CMT was first applied to microwave oscillation
and propagation. In addition, it was employed in the application of microwave traveling-
wave tubes [52], and backward-wave oscillators [21]. CMT was introduced in guided wave
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optics by Snyder [63], Marcuse [38], Yariv [68], and Kogelnik [35] in the early 1970’s.
The electric field of a propagating light through a guided optical fiber can be thought
of as a superposition of the individual guided mode fields. Guided modes are effectively
orthogonal distributions of electric field amplitude where the intensity profile of the mode
remains unchanged during propagation. Since, we are injecting a linearly polarized laser
source, we use the linearly polarized or Linearly Polarized (LP) modes in this dissertation.
These are discussed in more detail in the following subsection.
2.3.1 Optical fiber Modes
Mathematically, discontinuous structures such as propagation index steps can be treated by
imposing boundary conditions on the wave equations. In this section we examine the propa-
gation of monochromatic light in step-index fibers using electromagnetic theory. We aim to
determine the electric and magnetic fields of guided waves that satisfy Maxwell’s equation
and the boundary conditions imposed by the cylindrical dielectric core and cladding. As
in all waveguides, say for wavelength λ`, there are certain special solutions called modes.
Each of which has a distinct propagation constant β`, a characteristic field distribution in
the transverse plane ϕ` and two independent polarization states.
2.3.1.1 Mode Equations, and its exact solutions
We assume the domain to be the cross-section of a step-index optical fiber with core radius
rcore, and cladding radius rclad. Let ncore and nclad be, respectively, the refractive indices of
the core and the cladding region. The following derivation uses the cylindrical co-ordinate
system with coordinates (r, φ , z). We know that each scalar component of the electric field
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must satisfy the Helmholtz equation. So we write
∆U`+n2k20U` = 0, (2.35)
where n = ncore in the core (r < rcore) and n = nclad in the cladding (r > rcore) and k` =
2π/λ`. We assume that the radius rclad of the cladding is sufficiently large so that it can
safely be assumed to be infinite when examining guided light in the core and near the
















+n2k20U` = 0. (2.36)
We are interested in solutions that take the form of waves traveling in the z direction with a
propagation constant β , so that the z-dependence of U` is of the form e−iβ z. Since U` must
be a periodic function of the angle φ with period 2π , we assume that the dependence on φ
is harmonic, eilφ , where l is an integer. Substituting, U`(r,φ ,z) = u`(r)e−ilφ e−iβ z in (2.36),














u`(r) = 0. (2.37)
Now a mode of a propagating wave is called guided (or bounded) if the ratio of the corre-
sponding propagation constant and k0 is smaller than the core refractive index and greater
than the cladding refractive index (ncorek0 > β > ncladk0). It is therefore convenient to




0− β 2 and γ2 = β 2− n2cladk20, so that for guided waves κ2T and γ2 are
positive and κT and γ are real. Equation (2.37) may then be written separately for the core
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u`(r) = 0, r > rcore. (2.38b)
The solutions for equations (2.38) are the family of Bessel functions. Excluding functions




AJl(κT r), r < rcore,
BKl(γr), r > rcore,
(2.39)
where Jl is the Bessel function of first-kind of order l and Kl is the modified Bessel
























The parameters κT and γ determine the rate of change of u`(r) in the core and in the
cladding, respectively. A large value of κT means faster oscillation of the radial distribution
in the core. A large value of γ means faster decay and smaller penetration of the wave
into the cladding. Also, letting NA denote the numerical aperture, we observe, κ2T + γ
2 =
(n2core−n2clad)k20 = NA
2 ·k20. So as κT increases, γ decreases and the field penetrates deeper
into the cladding. As κT exceeds (NA ·k0), γ becomes imaginary and the wave ceases to be
bound to the core. It is convenient to normalize κT and γ by defining X = κT a and Y = γa.
Therefore we may write X2 +Y 2 =V 2, where V = NA · k0 · rcore. We shall see shortly that
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the so called V-number, or normalized frequency, is an important parameter that governs
the number of modes of the fiber, as well as the propagation constants of the modes. It is
important to remember that for the wave to be guided, X must be smaller than V .
Now if the field has only very small longitudinal components, it can be treated as ap-
proximately transverse electromagnetic. The interface conditions require the continuity of
u`(r) and its derivatives
du`
dr
at r = rcore. Thus,
AJl(κT rcore)−BKl(γrcore) = 0, (2.42a)
AκT J ′l (κT rcore)−BγK ′l (γrcore) = 0. (2.42b)
For this system of equations to have non-trivial solutions, the system determinant must
vanish. This yields
Jl(κT rcore)γK ′l (γrcore)−Kl(γrcore)κT J ′l (κT rcore) = 0. (2.43)
















Equation (2.44) is called the characteristic equation. Given V and l, the characteristic
equation contains a single unknown variable X (since Y 2 =V 2−X2). Note that J−1(x) =
(−1)lJl(x) and K−l(x) = Kl(x), so that if l is replaced with −l, the equation remains
unchanged. Once we solve for X , we can choose A=Kl(γrcore) and write B=Jl(κT rcore)
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using any of the boundary conditions. Then the final solution can be written as
u`(r) =

Kl(γrcore)Jl(κT r), r < rcore,
Jl(κT rcore)Kl(γr), r > rcore.
(2.45)
The characteristic equation (2.44) may be solved graphically by plotting its right-hand-side
(RHS) and left-hand-side (LHS) versus X and finding the intersections. It can be shown that
for l = 0, the LHS has multiple branches and the RHS drops monotonically with increasing
X until it vanishes at X = V . Therefore, there are multiple intersections in the interval
0 < X ≤V . Each intersection point corresponds to a fiber mode with a distinct value of X .
These values are denoted Xlm, m = 1,2, ...,Ml in order of increasing X . Once the Xlm are
found, the corresponding transverse propagation constants κT lm, the decay parameters γlm,
the propagation constants βlm, and the radial distribution functions ulm(r) may be readily







2.3.1.2 Mode Cutoff and number of Modes
It is evident from the graphical construction that as V increases, the number of intersections
(modes) increases since the LHS of the characteristic equation (2.44) is independent of V ,
whereas the RHS-branches moves to the right as V increases. Considering the minus signs
in the characteristic equation, branches of the LHS intersect the abscissa when Jl−1(X) =
0. These roots are denoted by xlm, m= 1,2, . . . . The number of modes Ml is therefore equal
to the number of roots of Jl−1(X) that are smaller than V . The (l,m) mode is allowed if
V > xlm. As V decreases further, the (l,m− 1) mode also reaches its cutoff point when a
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new root is reached and so on. The smallest root of Jl−1(X) is x01 = 0 for l = 0 and the next
smallest is x11 = 2.405 for l = 1. When V < 2.405, all modes with the exception of the
fundamental LP01 mode are cut off. The fiber then operates as a single mode waveguide.
2.3.1.3 Hybrid Mode Theory
We can solve for the modes in a more general way using the hybrid mode theory. The
equation solved here is as follows.






























Solving this equation we get βlm. Now there are 4 types of modes: TElm, TMlm, HElm, and
EHlm. The propagation constants of some modes are almost identical.
• HEl+1,m and EHl−1,m are degenerate.
• TE0m, TM0m, HE2m are degenerate.
• In general we cannot visualize these modes separately. The superposition of these
modes corresponds to particular LP modes which we observe.
For LP modes we often make the weakly guiding approximation, i.e. NA 1, kcore ≈








LP01 LP02 LP03 LP11 LP12
LP13 LP21 LP22 LP31 LP32
LP41 LP42 LP51 LP61 LP71








• Each LP0m mode is derived from an HE1m mode.
• Each LP1m mode is coming from TE0m, TM0m and HE2m modes.
• Each LPlm mode (l ≥ 2) is from an HEl+1,m and an EHl−1,m mode.
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2.3.2 CMT ansatz
In this section we try to build an ansatz for our problem to apply to our CMT formulation.




















m are the electric field, amplitude, mode-profile, and the
propagation constant of the mth mode of the `th light wavelength, respectively. Assuming
that the fiber supports M` modes corresponding to the `th wavelength of light, to apply




































We assume that A`m(z) is a slowly varying function of z (having built the fast variations in
z into the eiβmz term). Accordingly, for each A`m, we neglect the second-order derivative
d2A`m
dz2


























The next step is to multiply both sides of (2.53) by the complex conjugate of ϕ`l , namely ϕ
`
l ,
and integrate. We integrate over Ωz, which represents the fiber cross section having the con-



















The term ”Pol“ in equation (2.54a) refers to the associated electric polarization terms. We
call the function K`lm the coupling coefficient between modes ϕl , and ϕm. Equation 2.54 is
the main Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) that we shall try to solve in this dissertation
in different amplifier scenarios.
2.3.3.1 Governing equation for pump light
For the pump light, the number of guided cladding modes is exceedingly large: Mp >
105. Rather than modeling each of these modes, it is sufficient to approximate the pump
field as a plane wave, which effectively acts as the composition of all of the pump guided






(without a transverse dependence). Since the cladding region is many times larger than
the core, the corresponding propagation constant is estimated as if this mode travels in a







= K p11(Ip, Is)A
p
1 , (2.55)
for 0 < z < L, where












gp dxdy denotes the mean value of gp taken over Ωz, the area of the
fiber cross section out to r = rclad.



















Using the equation (2.55) and its complex conjugate, elementary simplifications lead to the





Next, consider the signal irradiance, namely the ` = s case in (2.57). To highlight the
dependence of Is on Asm, we use A
s ≡ [As1(z), . . . ,AsMs(z)]
t to collectively denote the set of
all signal mode amplitudes and write
Is ≡ Is(x,y,z,As) =
n
µ0c




Note that the modes ϕsl (x,y) and the propagation constants β
s
l may be precomputed. The
cost of this precomputation corresponds to the “off-line” computational cost in this reduced-
order model.
2.3.3.2 Full CMT model
In order to complete the CMT model (assuming we have expressions for g`), we need to
provide initial conditions at z = 0, the beginning of the fiber. What is usually known is the
power contained in the pump and signal light. The initial pump irradiance I0p = Ip(0) can be
calculated from the initial pump power P0p provided at the inlet in a co-pumped configura-
tion by I0p =
1
|ϕ p1 |2
P0p . We assume that we also know how the signal light is split into various




practice, most of the signal power is usually carried in the first fundamental mode.
To summarize, the CMT model computes
Y (z) = [Ip(z),A`1(z),A
`
2(z), . . . ,A
`
M`(z)]
t , 0 < z < L,







0 φ `(z) ·K`(Y )
Y, 0 < z < L, (2.60a)
Y (0) = [I0p,A
`(0)]t z = 0. (2.60b)
The ODE system is coupled with the heat equation (2.26) through the coupling term K`(Y ).
Here, φ `(z) is an M`×M` matrix defined by φ `lm(z) = ei(β
`
m−β `l )z, K`(Y ) is a matrix of the
same size whose (l,m)th entry is K`lm(Is, Ip) defined in (2.54b), and φ
`(z) ·K`(Y ) denotes
the Hadamard product of φ ` and K`, i.e., [φ ` ·K`]lm = φ `lmK`lm.
2.4 Two-tone, Raman hybrid laser amplifier model
If a fiber amplifier is seeded with only one laser source-signal, then the amplifier configu-
ration is called single-tone configuration. However, when more than one highly coherent
laser source is seeded into the amplifier, a laser gain competition (LGC) between the vari-
ous laser wavelengths develops within the active dopant [45]. To demonstrate the suppres-
sion of the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) non-linearity in optical fibers, Dajani et
al. [11, 69] were able to utilize the LGC configuration, which was built upon an idea by
Weßels et al. [67]. They studied an Yb-doped amplifier, which was seeded with two lasers.
By carefully selecting the initial laser seed ratio and by choosing the wavelengths of the
two lasers separated by at least ∆λ ∼> 10 nm, a substantial SBS mitigation was achieved.
The configuration was named two-tone amplifier configuration. The additional laser source
for the two-tone configuration usually has a core-pumped laser source that is in-between
the wavelength of the pump light and the signal light; subsequently, this wavelength shall
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be referred to as the tone (λt); thus, λp < λt < λs.
Generally, optical non-linearities, i.e. SBS, Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), Kerr
effects, Four-wave mixing (FWM), etc., arise in high-power fibers because of two reasons.
If the wavelengths inside the fiber gets long interaction lengths then this allows for the non-
linear processes to build-up; and/or if the propagating light has very high irradiance levels,
it allows very pronouns interactions with the medium and/or with the optical field itself.
The two-tone configuration helps suppress the onset of optical non-linearities by reducing
the effective length over which any laser field has a high power (thus, high irradiance). The
other advantages of a two-tone configuration includes the fact that heat generation is further
spread out along the fiber length, leading to the lower peak temperatures [44]. Also, the
two-tone configuration mitigates the onset of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), and
therefore also parasitic lasing [4].
For the two-tone configured fibers, the tone wavelength is chosen to be exactly 13.2
THz higher in frequency than the signal wavelength in order to take advantage of the peak
Raman gain in a fused silica medium (see Fig. 2.3).
2.4.1 Governing equations
The model focuses on forward propagating light along the longitudinal direction (+z) of
the fiber. n`l = β
`
l /k` denotes the effective index of refraction of the l
th mode at the given
wavelength `. The steady-state active gain via spontaneous emission is represented with ga.
In our model, as mentioned earlier, we choose the λt exactly 13.2 THz higher in frequency
than λs where the peak of the Raman gain occurs. Although, Raman gain also occurs
between the ASE wavelengths, and between the laser sources and ASE wavelengths, these
interactions are neglected since the model is not attempting to accurately capture the condi-
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tions once there are significant amounts of ASE power present in the fiber. The dimension-
less quantity for the Raman gain is ϒ`=tR =−ωt/ωs for the tone, and ϒ`=sR = 1 for the signal.
We use the complement wavelength index such that `c = t when ` = s, and `c = s when
`= t. The value αloss > 0 is the sum of the background silica-, hydroxide contamination-,
and mode-bend-losses. The losses at the pump wavelength are considered to be insignifi-
cant. The wavelength bandwidth over which the spontaneous emission occurs, namely the
bin bandwidth for the five central ASE wavelengths, is denoted as ∆λASE.
For the tone and signal wavelengths (` ∈ {t,s}), where there are M`∈{t,s} = 3 guided






























For the ASE wavelengths (` = a), only the fundamental mode is modeled (Ma = 1 and










































For the (planewave) pump wavelength (`= p), we use equation (2.58). For heat generation
we also modify the heat-source quantity. The majority of the heat is generated within the
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core area, even though the Raman gain process between the relevant irradiance profiles
occurs over the entire cross-sectional overlap area. Now, the heat generated due to Raman
gain is negligible. So we only consider heat generation in the core region and the heat
source term can be modeled as follows:
Q≈−
(



































where the absorption losses (α`therm > 0) sum the hydroxide contamination and background
silica (via phonon absorption) losses. Also, for simplicity, this model uses the thermal
parameters for glass in the polymer region. However, in order to improve the accuracy
of the reported change in temperature in the fiber, we approximately correct the change
in temperature value, as if all calculations were done with the proper polymer thermal
parameters and appropriate boundary condition at the glass-polymer interface, by using the
steady-state thermal profile that one would get if the heat generation occurred uniformly in








































































where, rfiber is the radius of the entire fiber, including the polymer. The thermal con-
ductivity of the polymer is denoted as κpolytherm. In this case, the peak change in temperature
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always occurs at the center of the fiber cross-section, and is given by






























This correction to the reported change in temperature value is derived by approximating
the uniform heat deposition per unit length (qheat) using the actual full heat generation in





Then, using either relation (2.65) or relation (2.64), one can very reasonably approximate
the peak change in temperature in the transverse cross-section of the fiber or find the ap-
proximate peak temperature in the polymer jacket of the fiber. The results from the two-
tone model are illustrated in chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
Fiber amplifier code implementation and parallelization
Suppose we are attempting to assemble a 10,000-piece jigsaw puzzle on a rainy weekend.
The number of pieces is staggering, and instead of a weekend it might take us several
weeks to finish the puzzle. Now assume we have a team of friends helping with the puzzle.
It progresses much faster, and we are able to finish the puzzle within desired weekend.
This principle is the central idea behind parallel computation. We can dramatically cut
down on computation by splitting one large task into smaller tasks that multiple processors
can perform all at once. With parallel processes, a task that would normally take several
weeks can potentially be reduced to several hours.
A serial process is simply a process that is run entirely by one core of one processor.
This means tasks are run one after another as they appear in code. This is analogous to you
doing the jigsaw puzzle on your own.
A parallel process is a process that is divided among multiple cores in a processor or
set of processors. Each sub-process can have its own memory as well as share memory
with other processes. This is analogous to doing the puzzle with the help of friends. Since
a supercomputer has a large network of nodes with many cores, we must implement paral-
lelization strategies with our applications to fully utilize a super-computing resource.
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3.1 Distributed Memory Parallelization
One of the first considerations in parallel programming is the relationship between the cores
and the machine’s memory. Each core in a multi-core processor chip has coherent access to
the same memory as the other cores in that chip. Many modern nodes have several sockets
that allow several chips to be located on the same board. Each node in a parallel job will
have one or more of the user’s executables running on it. These executables will be called
tasks. These tasks can further be parallelized using shared memory parallelism through
multiple threads.
3.1.1 General Attributes
• Distributed memory systems require a communication network to connect inter-
processor memory.
• Processors have their own local memory. Memory addresses in one processor do not
map to another processor, so there is no concept of global address space across all
processors.
• Because each processor has its own local memory, it operates independently. Changes
it makes to its local memory have no effect on the memory of other processors.
• When a processor needs access to data in another processor, it is usually the task of
the programmer to explicitly define how and when data is communicated. Synchro-
nization between tasks is likewise the programmer’s responsibility.
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3.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages
Memory of a computer is scalable with the number of processors. As we increase the
number of processors, the size of memory increases proportionately. Each processor can
rapidly access its own memory without interference and without the overhead incurred with
trying to maintain global cache coherency. Distributed memory parallelism can make use
of commodity, off-the-shelf processors and networking, which make it cost effective.
On the other hand, the programmer is responsible for many of the details associated
with data communication between processors. It may be difficult to map existing data
structures, based on global memory, to this memory organization. Also, one should beware
of communication costs and non-uniform memory access times: data residing on a remote
node takes longer to access than node local data.
3.1.3 Hybrid Distributed-Shared memory parallelism
The largest and fastest computers in the world today employ both shared and distributed
memory architectures. The shared memory component can be a shared memory machine
and/or graphics processing units (GPU). The distributed memory component is the net-
working of multiple shared memory/GPU machines, which know only about their own
memory - not the memory on another machine. Therefore, network communications are
required to move data from one machine to another. Current trends seem to indicate that
this type of memory architecture will continue to prevail and increase at the high end of
computing for the foreseeable future.
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3.2 Parallelism Utilization
The fiber amplifier code we have developed is both shared and distributed memory paral-
lel. The distributed memory parallelism is achieved by dividing the fiber into equal parts
and assigning each part to individual nodes. Then each node performs task-based shared
memory parallelism using the number of cores it has. For shared memory parallelism we
use the facilities provided with the software NGSolve. The distributed memory paralleliza-
tion of our code is developed using message passing interface, or MPI. High performance
computing (HPC) clusters are able to solve big problems using a large number of pro-
cessors, where the processors work simultaneously to produce exceptional computational
power and to significantly reduce the total computational time. In such scenarios, scal-
ability is widely used to indicate the ability of hardware and software to deliver greater
computational power when the amount of resources is increased. For HPC clusters, it is
important that they are scalable, in other words that the capacity of the whole system can
be proportionally increased by adding more hardware. For software, scalability is some-
times referred to as parallelization efficiency — the ratio between the actual speedup and
the ideal speedup obtained when using a certain number of processors. In this section we
focus on software scalability and discuss two common types of scaling: Strong scaling and
weak scaling. The speedup in parallel computing can be straightforwardly defined as
speedup = t1/tN
where t1 is the computational time for running the software using one processor, and tN is
the computational time running the same software with N processors. Ideally, we would
like software to have a linear speedup that is equal to the number of processors (speedup
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= N), as that would mean that every processor would be contributing 100% of its com-
putational power. Unfortunately, this is a very challenging goal for real applications to
attain.
3.2.1 Amdahl’s law and Strong scaling
In 1967, Amdahl pointed out that the speedup is limited by the fraction of the serial part of
the software that is not amenable to parallelization [3]. Amdahl’s law can be formulated as
follows
speedup = 1/(s+ p/N)
where s is the proportion of execution time spent on the serial part, p is the proportion of
execution time spent on the part that can be parallelized, and N is the number of processors.
Amdahl’s law states that, for a fixed problem size, the upper limit of speedup is determined
by the serial fraction of the code. This is called strong scaling and can be explained by the
following example. Consider a program that takes 20 hours to run using a single processor
core. Suppose a particular part of the program takes one hour to execute and cannot be
parallelized (s= 1/20= 0.05). Consequently, the code that takes up the remaining 19 hours
of execution time can be parallelized (p = 1− s = 0.95). Then regardless of how many
processors are devoted to a paralleled execution of this program, the minimum execution
time cannot be less than that critical one hour. Hence, the theoretical speedup is limited to
at most 20 times (when N = ∞, speedup = 1/s = 20). As such, the parallelization efficiency
decreases as the amount of resources increases. For this reason, parallel computing with
many processors is useful only for highly parallelized programs.
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Figure 3.1: Amdahl’s Law
3.2.2 Gustafson’s law and weak scaling
Amdahl’s law gives the upper limit of speedup for a problem of fixed size. This seems to
be a bottleneck for parallel computing; if one would like to gain a 500 times speedup on
1000 processors, Amdahl’s law requires that the proportion of serial part of the problem
cannot exceed 0.1%. In practice, however, Gustafson [24] points out that the sizes of
problems scale with the amount of available resources. If a problem only requires a small
amount of resources, it is not beneficial to use a large amount of resources to carry out
the computation. A more reasonable choice is to use small amounts of resources for small
problems and larger quantities of resources for big problems. Gustafson’s law [24] was
proposed in 1988, and is based on the approximations that the parallel part scales linearly
with the amount of resources, and that the serial part does not increase with respect to the
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Figure 3.2: Gustafson’s Law
size of the problem. It provides the formula for scaled speedup
scaled speedup = s+ pN
where s, p and N have the same meaning as in Amdahl’s law. With Gustafson’s law, the
scaled speedup increases linearly with respect to the number of processors (with a slope
smaller than one), and there is no upper limit for the scaled speedup. This is called weak
scaling, where the scaled speedup is calculated based on the amount of work done for a
scaled problem size (in contrast to Amdahl’s law which focuses on fixed problem size).
If we apply Gustafson’s law to the previous example of s = 0.05 and p = 0.95, the scaled
speedup will become infinity when infinitely many processors are used. Realistically, if we
have N = 1000, the scaled speedup will be 950.
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3.3 Scaling of the fiber amplifier model
In this section we will discuss the numerical implementation of the governing equations
(2.54), (2.58), and (2.26) stated in chapters 2. Our domain is an L−meter long (generally
L ≈ 10 m) fiber with a radius of order O(10−5). We propagate the ODE 2.54 by using a
z-stepping method along the fiber. At each longitudinal ODE z-step, the code computes
the integration to compute the coupling coefficient K`lm(I`), where I` denotes the irradiance
of the `th wavelength. The integration consists of the light-material interaction quantities,
including gain, loss, temperature, and other relevant quantities. Mathematically, the inter-
action between the modes in the optical fiber happens through this coupling coefficient.



























0 Φ`(z) ·K`(Y )
Y, 0 < z < L, (3.2)
where ∀`, Y (z) = [Ip(z),A`1(z),A`2(z), . . . ,A`M`(z)]
t , Φ`(z) is an M×M matrix defined by
Φ`lm(z) = e
i(β `m−β `l )z, K`(Y ) is a matrix of the same size whose (l,m)th entry is K`lm defined




To compute the integration in the coupling coefficient, we compute the term Pol at each
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z−step. First, we write down the complete expression of Pol:
Pol(x,y,z, t) =
(
ink`α`(z)− ink`g`(x,y,z)− ink`ϒR` gRI j(x,y,z)+2nk2`δn(x,y,z, t)
)
.
Therefore, at each z-step of the ODE solver, we must know the values of α`, g`, I j, and
δn. The value of α` is determined from pre-computed experimental values at differ-







∣∣∣∣2, g` is computed using the steady-state formulas (2.18), (2.19),
and (2.22) in chapter 4, and δn is computed by solving the heat equation (2.26).
To analyze power amplification of an amplifier using our model, we do not need the
time dependent heat equation (2.26), as the temperature would be constant in this case.
For a full scale TMI simulation, however, it is critical to solve the heat deposition and the
temperature sufficiently accurately. The following subsections explore the time dependency
in more detail and discuss the need for parallization. Solving the governing problem for a
physical fiber of length of 10 m for a usual TMI simulation requires the model to run for
at least 0.02 seconds (real time, not wall time). This translates to a considerable number
of time-steps (2000 time-steps if ∆t = 10−5 seconds). Such a task requires a large amount
of computational resources and time. Parallelizing the design by dividing the fiber into
many parts is one of the more straightforward ways to solve the issue (see Figure 3.3).
We assign each part of the fiber to a particular node, as shown in Figure 3.4. Each node
receives its initial condition from the previous node (except for the first node, which starts
the fiber amplifier simulation at z = 0 and already has the initial condition), solves the fiber
amplifier problem on the part of the fiber it had received at the beginning, and sends the
solution at the last longitudinal z-point of its own fiber longitudinal section to the next node
(except for the last node with the last fiber longitudinal section) as its initial condition.
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L m long fiber
N equally divided parts
1 2 3 N
Figure 3.3: N equally divided parts of the fiber
Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node N
z = 0 z = z1 z = z2 z = z3 z = zN−1 z = L















Y `(0, t0) Y `(z1, t0) Y `(z2, t0) . . . . . .
Y `(zn−1, t0) Y `(L, t0)
Figure 3.5: Flow of solving the governing problem using N nodes
During any parallel fiber amplifier simulation, each node stores its own solution for each
time-step. Upon completion, the node sends its complete solution to a pre-assigned node
which merges the solutions for the sectioned fibers, and produces the final solution for the
whole fiber.
3.3.1 Time independent simulation
Light propagates through the optical fiber in the longitudinal z direction. As it propagates,
heat is generated due to quantum defect of the molecules/ions in the fiber. As the heat
equation (2.26) is the only source of time dependency, a time independent solution of our
model implies solving the ODE for a fixed temperature T (hence for a fixed δn). We solve
the CMT system (3.2) using the classical 4th order explicit Runge-Kutta method or simply
RK4 method (in complex arithmetic). Most simulations in this dissertation used 50 z-steps
per mode beat length unless stated otherwise. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic flow diagram
of the mechanism at a given time t = t0 used in each propagation step.
We may divide the whole implementation into three steps:
1. Construct the coupling term Pol,
2. Build the coupling matrix K`,
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3. Run the ODE solver to compute the solution.
In step 1 we take the initial value for our ODE solver and calculate α`, and I j. We then
compute the active gain g` based on the doping used in the corresponding active fiber. The
value of δn is constant for time-independent simulations. In step 2 the algorithm takes
all these values and constructs the coupling matrix K`. Then finally K` is fed to the RK4
ODE solver, which solves for the next propagation step. Considering the usual length of an
amplifier and their operating wavelengths, our algorithm for a typical amplifier run requires
the total number of z-steps to be in between 300,000 and 450,000.
For time-independent simulations, where the light is propagating only once along the
fiber, the parallel code doesn’t provide any computational advantage over the serial code.
This is due to the fact that each node has to wait until the previous nodes complete their
part of the problem. For a single propagation the nodes are not running concurrently. At
the same time for a single propagation when a node sends its solution to the next node, it
sits idle until the simulation ends. Figure 3.5 shows diagrammatically the flow of solving
the problem.
Now suppose we have an L m long fiber and N nodes available for computation. We
then divide the fiber into N equal parts and assign the jth part to jth node. Longitudinally,
the jth fiber spans from z j−1 to z j. So, at time t = t0, and z = 0, and Y `(0) is fed to Node
1. Node 1 solves the governing problem and produces solution Y `(z1). Then, Y `(z1) is fed
to Node 2 and Node 2 solves the governing problem using the input as its initial condition.
This same process continues for all nodes and stops after Node N finishes solving the
governing problem.
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3.3.2 Time dependent simulation
Our model can be run for a time dependent simulation as well. In such cases it is critical
to calculate the heat deposition and hence the fiber temperature accurately. As mentioned
earlier, the current literature suggests that one of the likely causes of TMI is a temperature-
induced grating. The characteristic heat diffusion time in the radial direction in a regular
amplifier is approximately 1 msec. Experimental evidence shows that TMI may occur
anywhere from 1 msec to 20 msec. We used a time-step ∆t = 10−5 sec. For a 20 msec
simulation, the model must run for 2000 time-steps. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic diagram
of the time simulation. Here, we may also divide the implementation into the same three
steps. In step 1, we also solve the time dependent heat equation (2.26) to compute δn.
As mentioned previously, we divide the fiber into N equal parts (based on the number
of available nodes). Then each part is assigned to a particular node (or computer) where
each node solves the same problem (3.2) together with the time-dependent equation (2.26),
but with different initial conditions. For the time dependent problem, the solution flow is a
little different. When a node finishes its computation and sends the information to the next
node, it can start the simulation of its longitudinal section for the next time-step as soon as
it receives initial data.
Figures 3.6 through 3.10 show a simple illustration of the solution flow. We suppose
that the problem is assigned to a system that has N nodes. Node i computes for the fiber-
longitudinal section from z = zi−1 to z = zi. The solid arrows, dashed arrows, and the
dash-dotted arrows, respectively, represent the ODE solver, the heat solver, and the MPI
messages that we send to communicate between the nodes. The ODE solution and the
heat solution of node i after time-step j are respectively denoted by Yi(t j), and Ti(t j). The
back side of the solid and dashed arrows shows the requirement for the solver and the front
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side shows the solution from the solver. The dash-dotted arrows can be thought of as a
messenger which carries the solution at last z-step from node i to node i+ 1 as its initial
condition. The color green represents that the corresponding job is done, while magenta
represents that the corresponding node has all the resources to start that simulation. Finally
orange represents that the corresponding simulation has a wait or depends on either an MPI
message from the previous node or the previous simulation of the same node. When a
node completes all its simulations it stores the corresponding solutions in memory. When
a node completes its job, it sends its solution to a preassigned node x, which merges all the
solutions and saves the final solution Y to disk.
3.3.2.1 Speed-up of the fiber amplifier model
Let N be the number of nodes, and n the number of time-steps. Let Ti be the time for a
node to perform initialization on the whole fiber and T be the wall time in seconds for one
node to compute a full fiber simulation for one time-step (after initialization). Let Tt be the
time required for a node to transfer to another node a 1 time-step solution for the full fiber.
Let Tm be the (roughly fixed) time to merge an arbitrary number of longitudinal section
solutions for one time-step. We then assume the following:
• All nodes compute at the same rate, so that each node would require Ti +T sec-
onds to initialize and compute one time-step on the whole fiber and Ti+TN seconds to
compute any longitudinal section (of length LN ) for one time-step.
• We can neglect the communication time when only initial data are being passed.
Then the wall time to compute n steps on a full fiber without parallelization would be n(Ti+
T ). In this case, no final communication or merging is required. The wall time to compute
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n steps on a full fiber with parallelization across N nodes and obtain a merged solution
would be Ti +T + (n−1)TN
nTt
N +nTm. This holds since at time Ti +T , all nodes have been
initialized and completed at least one time-step, and the last node has completed exactly
one time-step. The remaining time for the simulation is just the time for the last node to
complete its remaining (n−1) time-steps. Since it takes this node TN seconds to complete
one time-step, the additional time is (n−1)TN . The transfer time is just the time for the last
node to send its solution, with the time given by nTtN . The merge time is nTm assuming linear
with the number of time-steps. Then the speedup ratio is
n(Ti +T )


















As we can see that the speed-up trend of our model is linear and can be compared to
Gustafson’s law.
3.3.2.2 Features of the fiber amplifier model
Along with parallelization, this fiber amplifier model has a lot of distinct attributes, which
are listed as follows:
X The program is capable of handling both single- and multi-tone configured ampli-
fiers. In the multi-tone configuration, the initial seed-ratio can be set to any value. It
also supports inclusion of arbitrary number of ASE wavelengths.
X For each operating wavelengths, the user can select the propagating guided modes
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that the associated fiber supports. This enables easy interchange between single-
mode and multi-mode propagation.
X For the ODE solve, the user can select from explicit Euler method, 4th order Runge-
Kutta method and 7th order Dormand-Prince method. In each case, the user can set
arbitrary number of ODE steps.
X The program supports inclusion of quantum defect heating with time. The time-step
can be set to any arbitrary value. Currently, the time-dependent heat equation is
solved using implicit Euler method.
X Along with distributed memory parallelization, in each ODE step, for computing the
integration of the coupling term and also for computing the heat source, the program
utilizes shared memory parallelization techniques provided by the multi-physics fi-
nite element software library NgSolve [57, 56].
X Currently the program supports steady-state Yb-doped and Tm-doped active gain.
The total dopant concentration can be set to any arbitraty value. It also supports
inclusion of the Raman gain.
X The program accepts experimentally measured (thus, given) loss values. It also ac-
cepts loss as the imaginary part of the associated propagation constant.
X Amplifier configuration with any initial temperature profile for the whole fiber is
supported. So, essentially we can start a particular amplifier configuration at any
simulation time, provided we have the temperature profile of that fiber configuration
at that time.
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X The program can measure power in each mode of each operating wavelengths as well
as the power of the entire wavelength. It can also measure the amplifier efficiency.
X The program supports predefined artificial refractive index gratings. Also, the grating
can be set to a particular region inside the fiber-core from a list of predefined regions.
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Figure 3.6: Initial stage of the simulation,
: the associated job is done,
: the associated job has all the resources to start the job but did not start yet,
: the associated job is waiting for resources to start,
solid arrow shows the flow of the ODE solver,
dashed arrow shows the flow of the heat solver,
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Figure 3.7: Simulation continuation,
: the associated job is done,
: the associated job has all the resources to start the job but did not start yet,
: the associated job is waiting for resources to start,
solid arrow shows the flow of the ODE solver,
dashed arrow shows the flow of the heat solver,
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Figure 3.8: Simulation continuation,
: the associated job is done,
: the associated job has all the resources to start the job but did not start yet,
: the associated job is waiting for resources to start,
solid arrow shows the flow of the ODE solver,
dashed arrow shows the flow of the heat solver,
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Figure 3.9: Simulation continuation,
: the associated job is done,
: the associated job has all the resources to start the job but did not start yet,
: the associated job is waiting for resources to start,
solid arrow shows the flow of the ODE solver,
dashed arrow shows the flow of the heat solver,
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Figure 3.10: Last step of the simulation,
: the associated job is done,
: the associated job has all the resources to start the job but did not start yet,
: the associated job is waiting for resources to start,
solid arrow shows the flow of the ODE solver,
dashed arrow shows the flow of the heat solver,
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Tm- and Yb-doped Equivalent Fibers
The content of the chapter are published in [13]. In this chapter, we present the concept of a
nearly equivalent short fiber, which is an artificially short fiber with nonphysical parameters
that can mimic a longer physical fiber in some respects. One main advantage while solving
an equivalent fiber is it can be solved using fewer steps of an ODE solver, thus providing
significant reductions in computational cost.
To explain the principle behind the equivalent short fiber technique, we first consider
applying an ODE solver to solve the CMT model (2.54). To solve for a 10 m long am-
plifier, which also is the usual length of an amplifier, and their operating wavelengths, our
algorithm requires the total number of z-steps to solve the ODE (2.54) to be in between
300,000 and 450,000. Therefore, it would be extremely useful to reduce the fiber length
(and hence the number of ODE steps) while still preserving the relevant physical processes
in the fiber amplifier. We shall now show that this is possible to some extent using the
computational scale model of an equivalent short fiber described below.
To begin with, one might consider shortening the z-domain in (2.54a) using a dimen-
sional analysis. Also, we assume that there are only two wavelengths present in the fiber,
namely, pump (p) and signal (s). Note that the left hand side of (2.54a) has dimension V/m
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(volts per meter), and K`lm has units of m
−1. Therefore, by non-dimensionalization, one is
led to believe that a shorter fiber of length L̃ L might, in some ways, behave similarly to
the original fiber of length L, provided its coupling coefficient is magnified by L/L̃. How-
ever, not all nonlinear systems admit scale models that are perfect replicas of the original.
Below we shall identify what properties of such a shorter fiber can be expected to be close
to the original.
4.1 A Scaled Fiber Amplifier Model
We introduce the variable change
ζ (z̃) = z̃L/L̃.
A fiber of length L, under the variable change z̃ = ζ−1(z) = zL̃/L becomes one of length L̃.











































for all 0 < z̃ < L̃. In other words, defining Âsl = A
s
l ◦ ζ and Îp = Ip ◦ ζ , the above system















Supplemented with the same initial data at z = z̃ = 0, (4.2) is exactly equivalent to (2.60),
i.e.,
Ŷ = Y ◦ζ . (4.3)
In other words, the solution of (4.2), being the pull back of the original solution Y to the
shorter domain, is a perfect replica of the original solution Y .
Unfortunately, (4.2) on 0 < z̃ < L̃ offers no computational advantages over the original
system (2.60) on 0 < z < L. This is because the mode beat length of (4.2) has been reduced
by a factor of L̃/L due to the variable change. So in order to solve the ODE system (4.2),
keeping the same number of steps per mode beat length, the total number of steps needed
to solve the system has not been reduced. This leads us to consider another mode coupling
system with the same mode beat length as the original system (2.60).






0 p(z̃) · (L/L̃)Ks(Ỹ )
Ỹ , 0 < z̃ < L̃, (4.4a)
Ỹ (0) = [Ĩp(0),As1(0), · · · ,AsMs(0)]
t z̃ = 0. (4.4b)
Clearly, (4.4) is not the same as (4.2) due to the differences in the phase factors. There-
fore, unlike the solution Ŷ of (4.2), the solution Ỹ of (4.4) is not a perfect replica of the
original solution Y . Nonetheless, we shall now proceed to argue that (4.4) is a practically
useful scale model of (2.60) as it approximately preserves the power distribution from the
original. Power, unlike the amplitude As, is the quantity that can be, and actually is, exper-
imentally measured.
To quantitatively describe the light amplification results of the simulation, we compute
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Is(x,y,z) dxdy, Pp(z) =
∫
Ωz
Ip(z) dxdy = |Ωz|Ip(z). (4.5)
Let Psl (z) and P̃
s
l (z) be respectively the powers contained in the l
th mode of the signal at the


















2 dxdy, 0 < z̃ < L̃.










as Psl (z) = |a
s
l |
2Φsl , where a
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To obtain an equation for Psl (z), we may start from the second equation of the block









Then using dasl/dz = e




l , we have
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for l = 1, . . . ,Ms.
To the system (4.6), let us also add the pump power using the index l = 0, i.e., let P(z)≡
[Pp(z),Ps1(z), · · · ,PsMs(z)] as defined in (4.5). Then integrating (2.58), we obtain dP0/dz =










where P = [P0,P1, . . . ,PMs]
t and diag[·] denotes the diagonal part of a matrix.
To understand the motivation for the remaining arguments, we now highlight an obser-
vation concerning (4.8). A scale model providing a perfect replica of the original power
distribution is easy to obtain if the system (4.8) were an autonomous system: indeed, if
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there exists a function F of P alone such that dP/dz = F(P), then by merely scaling F by
L/L̃, we obtain an equivalent system that provides perfect replicas of the original power
distribution on the shorter fiber of length L̃. However (4.8) is not autonomous, in general.
Yet, for practical fibers, our numerical experience suggests that (4.8) behaves almost like
an autonomous system. Therefore our strategy now is to view (4.8) as a perturbation of an
autonomous system.
Of particular interest is the fact that if the fiber amplifier was robustly single-mode
(Ms = 1 for the laser signal), then the governing system (4.8) would be autonomous. This
can be achieved by not using a LMA amplifier, but one of a smaller fiber core size and/or
a lower numerical aperture (NA) such that the fiber core can only support only one guided
core mode, the fundamental mode (indexed by m = 1), at the signal wavelength. However,
even with a LMA fiber, if one were to account for fiber bending effects, which cause the
higher-order core modes (indexed by 1 < m ≤ Ms) to leak into the cladding region more
so than for the fundamental mode, then the fiber would operate nearly as a single-mode
fiber. Actual fiber amplifiers are almost always wrapped on a spool rather than stretched
out straight, thus ensuring this fiber bending effect. This provides us with greater con-
fidence of autonomous system-like behavior, even in real-world implementations of fiber
laser amplifier systems.
Recall from (2.60) that Kslm is defined using gs(Is, Ip), where Is takes the form in (2.57).
















It seems difficult to characterize when Is−Is is small a priori (as it depends, e.g., on the
localization and orthogonality of the specific fiber modes) but after a CMT calculation, we
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may check if this difference is small a posteriori. Deferring for the moment the matter of
the size of Is−Is, let us proceed to define γ`(P) = g`(Is(P), Ip) = g`(Is(P),P0/|ωz|), for
` ∈ {s, p}. They represent the gain functions obtained by replacing Is by Is. The new gain
functions in turn prompt the definition of a new mode coupling coefficient: instead of the














and κ0l = κl0 = 0, for all l = 1, . . . ,M. We may now view these κlm as entries of an




where η ∈ RM+1 is defined by
η(z) =






We view η as a function of z, i.e., η : [0,L]→ RM+1. The z-dependence is clear once we
express the z-dependence of the solution Y ≡ Y (z) and power P ≡ P(z). Equation (4.9)
shows that power is governed by a perturbation of an autonomous system whenever η is
small enough to be viewed as a perturbation.
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Returning to consider (4.4), we define analogous quantities for the short fiber, namely
ãsl (z) = Ã
s
l (z)e
iβ sl z, P̃0 =
∫
Ωz





for l = 1, . . . ,Ms. Then we may repeat the above arguments starting from (4.4) to obtain






κ(P̃)P̃+ η̃ , (4.10)
where η̃ : [0, L̃]→ RM+1 is now given by
η̃ =






Note that ρ(Ỹ ) is defined by (4.7) after replacing not only Y by Ỹ , but also asl (which
depends on Y ) by ãsl (which depends on Ỹ ).
To conclude this analysis, it now suffices to compare (4.10) and (4.9). Applying the
change of variable ζ to (4.9), we get
d
dz̃
(P◦ζ ) = 2L
L̃
κ(P◦ζ )P◦ζ + L
L̃
η ◦ζ . (4.11)
Comparing (4.10) and (4.11) we see that when η and η̃ are negligibly small compared to
the other terms, Pl ◦ζ and Pl solve approximately the same equation, and consequently
P◦ζ ≈ P̃. (4.12)
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We summarize this discussion as follows.
The system (4.4) is an equivalent short fiber model of (2.60) in the sense that the power Psl
contained in the lth mode is approximately preserved from the original fiber model (2.60)
through a change of variable, under the above assumptions.
4.2 Simulation Results
Thulium (Tm)-doped fiber amplifiers [29, 30] can operate in eye-safe laser wavelengths
(larger than 1.4 µm) and can reach an atmospheric transmission window (2.1–2.2 µm).
There are efficient high-power Light Emitting Diode (LED)s that operate in the range
of 0.79-0.793 µm, which is a peak absorption bandwidth for Tm-doped fibers. Cross-
relaxations and upconversions occur in Tm-doped amplifiers. Even though Tm-doped
fibers usually have better TMI suppression compared to other rare-earth ion doped fibers [59],
ytterbium (Yb)-doped fiber amplifiers have also emerged as excellent candidates for high
power operation due to their high-efficiencies and low amplified spontaneous emission
gain. Yb-doped amplifiers are usually pumped at 976 nm and can lase around 1064 nm
very efficiently.
4.2.1 Computation With Physical Fiber
We report the results obtained from simulation of the CMT model for two 10 m long fibers,
one doped with Yb and the other with Tm. The fiber parameters are collected from data
sheets of commercially available exemplars of these fibers (specifically Nufern™ fibers –
see nufern.com). All parameters used for the simulation of both the fibers are reported in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units
λp = 2πc/ωp 9.76×10−7 m λs = 2πc/ωs 1.064×10−6 m
σ abs(ωp) 1.429×10−24 m2/ion σ ems(ωp) 1.776×10−24 m2/ion
σ abs(ωs) 6×10−27 m2/ion σ ems(ωs) 3.58×10−25 m2/ion
Ntotal 3×1026 ions/m3 τ 8×10−4 s
ncore 1.450971 – NA 0.06 –
rcore 1.25×10−5 m rclad 2×10−4 m
P0p 1000 W P
0
s 25 W
Table 4.1: Parameters used in Yb-doped fiber simulation
Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units
λp = 2πc/ωp 7.93×10−7 m λs = 2πc/ωs 2.110×10−6 m
σ abs(ωp) 4.4686×10−25 m2/ion σ ems(ωp) 0 m2/ion
σ abs(ωs) 1.7423×10−27 m2/ion σ ems(ωs) 1.17397×10−25 m2/ion
τ10 6.2232×10−3 s τ20 5.5179×10−3 s
τ21 2.5707×10−1 s τ30 1.3949×10−3 s
τ31 1.7033×10−2 s τ32 6.8446×10−2 s
Γ1 2.59288×103 Hz Γ2 2.92755×107 Hz
Γ3 8.05943×104 Hz – – –
Ntotal 3×1026 ions/m3 κR 1.17×10−21 m3
ncore 1.439994 – NA 0.1 –
rcore 1.25×10−5 m rclad 2×10−4 m
P0p 1100 W P
0
s 30 W
Table 4.2: Parameters used in Tm-doped fiber simulation
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We solve the CMT system (2.60) using the classical 4th order explicit Runge-Kutta
method (in complex arithmetic). The phase terms φ slm(z) = e
i(β sm−β sl )z in the ODE system








An ODE solver applied to solve (2.60) must take sufficient number of steps per mode
beat length to capture the effect of these oscillations in the solution. Prevailing theories
[47] point to the potential importance of the mode beating term in thermal effects, so we
must be careful to treat these oscillations with the needed accuracy if the model is to be
extendable to incorporate thermal effects in the future. In all our simulations, we used 50
ODE steps per mode beat length.
Before running the ODE solver, we precompute the propagation constants β j, the mode
beat length, and of course, the modes. For step-index fibers, we can compute the modes
ϕsl exactly in closed form (see [2, 53]) as described in chapter 2, section 2.3.1. For the
particular case of the Tm parameters in Table 4.2, we find that the fiber only has the LP01
and LP11 modes, while for the Yb fiber with the parameters set in Table 4.1, we found four
modes LP01, LP11, LP21 and LP02. In our simulation the fiber geometry was meshed using
finite elements (with curved elements at the cladding boundary and at the core-cladding
interface) and the relevant LP modes were interpolated into the degree p Lagrange finite
element space based on the mesh. Integration involving finite element functions is broken
into a sum over integrals over all mesh elements and a sufficiently high quadrature rule is
used to approximated an element integral. This is how we approximate all required inte-
grals, such as in the computation of the coupling coefficient (2.54a), as well as in power
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Figure 4.1: The simulated distribution of powers along the Tm-doped (left) and the Yb-
doped (right) fiber amplifier. The pump power Pp and the signal power Ps, as defined
in (4.5), are shown. The black dotted line plots Ps +Pp.
computations. Note that each step of the multi-stage ODE solver requires many such inte-
grations.
The initial condition Y (0) is set so that the entire signal power is fed into the LP01
mode at the inlet z = 0. Initial pump power Pp(z = 0) was set 1000 W for the Yb case
and 1100 W for the Tm case. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of the computed Ps and Pp
(marked “signal” and “pump” there) for the Tm and Yb-doped fibers. The energy transfer
from the pump light to the signal light is clearly evident. We used p = 5 Lagrange elements
for these plots. The use of 50 steps per mode beat length implies that the Yb case required
421,014 RK4 steps, while the Tm case required 302,340 steps of the ODE solver to cover
the 10 m fiber.
4.3 Computations of Equivalent Fibers
In this section, we perform extensive numerical experiments to verify the pratical utility
of the equivalent fiber concept introduced in Section 4.1. We shall compare the relative
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differences in the powers obtained from the original fiber and its equivalent short fiber
for various settings to gauge the practical effectiveness of the approximation (4.12). In
Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we show a way to understand the equivalent short fiber as a
fiber with artificial parameters (with values not physically realizable) for the Tm and Yb
cases, respectively.
4.3.1 Realizing the equivalent short fiber for the Tm-doped case
The equations of the equivalent short fiber, namely (4.4), can be realized for a dopant
medium if we can find a set of “artificial” parameters that would scale the original gp and
the original K` by L/L̃. In view of (2.54a), this effect is achieved by scaling the original
g` by L/L̃. Now consider the expressions for g` for Tm-doped fiber, given in (2.18) and
(2.19). Clearly, in view of these expressions, g` will scaled by L/L̃ if all the ion populations
Ni are so scaled.









The value of the expression for N0 in (2.17a) will be scaled by L/L̃ if we replace κR by κ̃R









(1− γ0κ̃RÑtotal + γ1(1+ γ2 + γ3))2 +4(γ0 + γ1γ4)κ̃RÑtotal
2κ̃R(γ0 + γ1γ4)
.
Let Ñ0 =LN0/Ñ0, the left hand side above. Proceeding to analyze the expressions in (2.17b),
we find that the same change in κR and Ntotal, and the consequent change in N0 to Ñ0
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Therefore, all the ion populations Ni are scaled by L/L̃, and so are gs and gp. We have thus
arrived at our main observation of this subsection:
A short fiber of length L̃ is equivalent to a Tm-doped fiber of length L if the fiber’s original
parameters Ntotal and κR are changed to Ñtotal = LNtotal/L̃ and κ̃R = L̃κR/L, respectively,
i.e., this change realizes (4.4).
To see how this idea works in practice, we consider two scenarios, both with an equivalent
short fiber of L̃ = 0.1 m representing the 10 m long Tm fiber we simulated in Figure 4.1.
(All parameters are as in Table 4.2 except for Ntotal and κR, which were modified for the
equivalent fiber as stated above.) In the first scenario, 100% of the input signal power is
carried in the LP01 mode at the inlet (the same setting as in the computation reported in
Figure 4.1). In the left panel of Figure 4.2, we find that the plots of the computed powers
for the equivalent short fiber and the real fiber are virtually identical. Even though the
difference between them appear to be zero visually, we have quantified this difference in
the bottom left plot of Figure 4.2: since the domains of the two power functions to be
compared are different, we pull back the original powers to the shorter domain and plot
Pl ◦ ζ − P̃l (for the two modes, LP01 and LP11) on the shorter domain. Clearly, from the
scale of the plot, the absolute differences are found to be of the order of 10−9, so indeed the
differences between the two sets of power curves are negligible. The practical value of the
equivalent short fiber calculation lies in the fact that the artificially short fiber provides 100x
computational speed up compared to the real-length fiber calculation than the real-length
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Figure 4.2: A Tm-doped amplifier comparison between a real-length fiber and its equivalent
short counterpart. The upper left panel shows the case where the input signal power was
wholly contained in the LP01 mode, while the upper right panel shows the case where it was
equally distributed between the two modes-LP01, and LP11. The power difference along the
fiber is plotted below for each case. The oscillations we see is due to the phase difference
between the physical and equivalent fiber model.
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fiber calculation of Figure 4.1.
In the second scenario, the total input power of 30 W is distributed equally between
the LP01 and LP11 modes. From the top right panel of Figure 4.2, we find that LP01 mode
amplifies more than the LP11 mode. Moreover, as in the left panel, the results from the real
and equivalent short fiber are visually indistinguishable. However, a more careful exam-
ination of the difference Pl ◦ ζ − P̃l in the bottom right plot shows that maximal absolute
power differences are about 0.3 near the inlet of the fiber. Although this is many fold larger
than the first scenario, the relative power error of 3× 10−4 is still quite small enough to
make the equivalent short fiber a useful practical tool. Note that the difference Pl ◦ζ − P̃l is
now highly oscillatory, due to the interactions between the two modes.
4.3.2 Realizing the equivalent short fiber for the Yb-doped case
I also made a similar investigation for the Yb-doped amplifier case, and likewise found that
the equivalent short fiber concept is highly practical, leading to very small relative errors
in the power levels. This is not surprising given that the Yb ion gain dynamics are much
simpler than they are for the Tm-doped amplifier case. The following conclusion can be
arrived at easily proceeding similarly as in Subsection 4.3.1.
A short fiber of length L̃ is equivalent to a Yb-doped fiber of length L if the fiber’s original
parameter Ntotal is changed to Ñtotal = LNtotal/L̃, i.e., this change realizes (4.4).
Figure 4.3 gives some indication of the practical performance of this equivalent short fiber.
As in the experiments for the Tm-fiber reported in Figure 4.2, here we consider two sce-
narios, the first where all input signal power is given to the LP01 mode, and the second
where the input power is distributed equally to the four core guided modes of the fiber
(25% each). The upper left panel in Figure 4.3 shows the former, while the upper right
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Figure 4.3: A Yb-doped amplifier comparison between a real-length fiber and its equivalent
short counterpart. The upper left panel shows the case where the input signal power was
wholly contained in the LP01 mode, while the upper right panel shows the case where it was
equally distributed between the four modes-LP01, LP21, and LP02. The power difference
along the fiber is plotted below for each case. The oscillations we see is due to the phase
difference between the physical and equivalent fiber model.
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panel shows the latter. The equivalent fiber is less faithful in the latter case, but the scale
of the errors observed in the bottom plots in both cases are well within the acceptable error
ranges in engineering practice. (Laboratory power measurement uncertainties tend to be
about ±5%.)
4.3.3 Increase of error with respect to some parameters
We want to understand how relative power differences between the equivalent and real fiber
vary with respect to two important input parameters P0p and the short fiber length L̃. We
consider both the Tm and Yb fibers, holding the original fiber length L fixed to 10 m.
The solutions of the original and equivalent fiber models vary as initial conditions are
changed. Therefore to compare one with the other in the worst case scenario, we take the
maximum of the power error measures over the set
A =
{
α ∈ CM :
∫
Ωz
Is(x,y,0,α) dxdy = P0s
}
,
i.e., the set A is the set of all input distributions yielding the same initial signal power P0s ,
which is set for Tm and Yb fiber per Tables 4.2 and 4.1, respectively. The initial pump
power P0p is varied in the range 1000–5000 W (thus providing a corresponding range of
initial values for the Ip-component in the model). We solve the full CMT model and the
equivalent short fiber model, not only for this range of P0p , but also for decreasing values of
the short fiber length L̃. The following quantity is then computed across all such solutions:
ε













Figure 4.4: Maximal relative power differences between a 10 m long real fiber and equiv-
alent short fibers of various lengths L̃, for various initial pump powers P0p . The Tm case is
shown on the left and Yb case on the right.
Thus ε represents the maximal possible power deviations between the equivalent and orig-
inal models over all input signal distributions and over all mode components, as a function
of initial pump power P0p and the fictitious length L̃. Values of ε
` will thus inform us of the
ranges of P0p and L̃ where the equivalent short fiber is more useful for wavelength `.
To practically compute ε`, we replace the maximum over the infinite set A by a com-
putable maximum over a finite set obtained by assigning each mode component all possible
values from 0 to 100% in 10% increments (while constraining the total signal power to P0s ).
In the case of the 2-mode thulium fiber, this resulted in 11 input power distributions, while
for the ytterbium-doped fiber having 4 modes, 286 distributions were required. The max-
imum over z in (4.15) is replaced by the maximum over the points where ODE solver
traversed. We used polynomial degree p = 5 for the finite element approximation of modes
and the 7-stage Dormand-Prince Runge Kutta method for solving the ODE system. Col-
lecting data from hundreds of simulations, we then plot ε` in a two-dimensional grid of P0p
and L̃ values. The resulting contour plots of the function ε` are given in Figure 4.4 for Yb
and Tm fibers, for a range of P0p and L̃ values. We find that relative error ε
` varies mildly
with respect to P0p for any fixed L̃, indicating that the absolute error in the powers increases
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more or less linearly as P0p is increased. Looking vertically at the plots of Figure 4.4, we
find that holding P0p fixed, there are significant variations in ε
` with respect to L̃. The er-
rors definitively increase as L̃ decrease. Figure 4.4 clearly indicates that excessively short
equivalent fiber lengths are not recommendable.
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Chapter 5
TMI in Tm-doped Single-, and Two-tone Fibers
Primarily heat deposition in an optical fiber amplifier takes place through quantum de-
fect heating. In laser science, the term "quantum defect" refers to the fact that the energy
of a pump photon is generally higher than that of a signal photon (photon of the output
radiation). Laser amplification coverts pump photons into signal photons, and then the left-
over energy becomes heat. As described previously, the TMI is believed to occur due to a
temperature induced refractive index grating [33]. So, for the full fiber laser amplifier sim-
ulations it is critical to model the heat source and then compute the temperature sufficiently
accurately. In the following sections we shall discuss the TMI in a little more detail, solve
the field equation (3.1a) coupled with the heat equation (2.26), and present TMI thresholds
under a few different circumstances.
5.1 Transverse Mode Instability
The first experimental observation of TMI was reported in [14, 15]. The impression that
TMI could be caused by thermal effects was also supported by some experiments [25].
TMI experiments are mostly done using Yb-doped fibers, but recently it is predicted and
observed in Tm-doped amplifiers [59, 16]. All of these experiments point to the conclu-
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sion that TMI is indeed a thermo-optical effect and that once a certain heat threshold has
been reached, the onset of TMI can be expected. TMI is even predicted for Raman ampli-
fiers [46] as well.
In theory, one of the known optical elements that allows transfer of energy between
transverse modes is a long period bragg grating or LPBG. Also, an energy transfer between
modes can only be a phase matched process [33]. When an optical fiber deposits heat,
the thermal changes induce a dynamic grating which consequently influences the modal
interference pattern [62], in other words, triggers TMI. We shall talk more about LPBG in
chapter 7.
In the following section we shall discuss the entities that influence the heat-load in the
fiber laser system. One of the main parameters is the input pump power which introduces
a grating in the refractive index by impacting the temperature in the fiber. The following
sections will explore this in more detail.
5.2 Numerical formulation of the heat equation
In our simulations, the fiber geometry was discretized using 5th order Lagrange finite el-
ements with curved elements at the cladding boundary and at the core-cladding interface.
Next, we discretize the time domain using the implicit Euler method. The full scheme is as
follows:
If T n, T n+1 ∈ H10 (Ωz) respectively denote the temperature of the fiber cross-section at





















for all v ∈ H10 (Ωz). Here ∆t denotes the size of the time-step. We solve equation (5.1) at
each z-step of the fiber at each time-step. Next, we shall model the heat source term Q(T ).
5.3 Simulation of the onset of TMI
The content of this subsection are published in [19]. In this subsection, we investigate
the power thresholds of the TMI for both single- and two-tone amplifier configurations
at λs = 2110 nm. The two-tone simulations are run with various seeding conditions, and
include cases for two bulk Raman gain coefficients: gR ∈ {5,15} · 10−14 m/W. Higher
Raman gain coefficients can be achieved with specific passive dopants such as germanium.
Only a straight fiber is considered, and its length has been fixed at L = 6 m, which, in all
cases, is sufficient to determine whether or not the amplifier has reached its TMI threshold.
We consider a simulation to have reached the TMI threshold if the fundamental mode
persistently transfers at least 10% of its power to higher order modes. The total seed power
is set at 100 W, which ensures that the total ASE power throughout the fiber remains low
(< 1 W) for the single-tone case with 1 kW of launched pump power.
Table 5.1 lists the TMI threshold in terms of launched pump power (Pp(z = 0)), and
then provides the corresponding output signal amplification efficiencies and maximum total
ASE powers. In the table, the single-tone (1:∞ = 0 seed ratio) and the 21:10 seed ratio two-
tone configurations have about the same output signal powers in a cold fiber, making these
set-ups very comparable to one another. Also, recall that the two-tone configuration with
a 1:1 seed ratio approximately maximizes the output signal power for the amplifier. These
cases show the trend as the tone seed power is increased compared to the signal seed power.
Other results of this study include the plot in Fig. 5.1 of the steady-state absolute tem-
perature at the fiber’s transverse center along the fiber length for both the single- and two-
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tone cases of the coiled fiber, using an identical launched pump power that is below their
respective TMI thresholds, and that have comparable output signal powers in a cold am-
plifier. Note that for the two-tone configured amplifier, in order to better spread the heat
deposition more evenly along the fiber, one would ideally want the tone wavelength to be
close to the average of the pump and signal wavelengths: λt ∼ (λp+λs)/2. Since this is not
the case for our Tm-doped amplifier, there likely will not be significant difference between
the single- and two-tone longitudinal heat profiles. Although, Figure 5.1 demonstrates that
with our configuration where the difference of frequencies λt and λs is 13.2 THz, the two-
tone configuration does, to a small degree, spread the heat out along the fiber length a bit
more than does the single-tone configuration, leading to a slightly lower peak temperature.
Additionally, Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 provide visual snapshots of the output signal mode power
levels through time, both below and above the TMI threshold, and for both the single- and
two-tone configured amplifiers.
In this TMI threshold investigation, we find that the Raman gain is having a moderate
impact on the TMI threshold depending on the seed ratio, and does seem to slightly mitigate
the onset of the ASE. Recall that this is a large mode area fiber, and the two-tone config-
Table 5.1: Launched pump power TMI threshold interval, with its corresponding output
signal amplification efficiencies and maximum total ASE power range, for a straight Tm-
doped amplifier with a 2110 nm signal wavelength, and a 100 W total seed power.
TMI Power Threshold Output Signal Maximum Total
gR = 5 ·10−14 mW Interval [kW] Efficiency Interval ASE Power [W]
single-tone 2.3-2.4 0.555-0.563 < 1
two-tone (1:1) 1.6-1.7 0.595-0.611 20-25
two-tone (21:10) 1.9-2.0 0.575-0.595 60-75
gR = 1.5 ·10−13 mW Threshold Interval [kW] Efficiency Interval ASE Power [W]
single-tone 2.3-2.4 0.555-0.563 < 1
two-tone (1:1) 2.2-2.3 0.610-0.613 < 1
two-tone (21:10) 3.0-3.1 0.610-0.625 < 1
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Single∘ and Two∘tone Temperature Comparison at Fiber Center
δT single∘tone
δT two∘tone
Figure 5.1: Change in temperature at the fiber center comparison between single- and two-
tone coiled fiber at 2110 nm after 0.01 seconds.
uration tends to reduce the onset of optical non-linearities. The two-tone configuration,
in general, is not able to significantly impact the longitudinal thermal profile compared to
the single-tone configuration since the tone wavelength is relatively very close to the signal
wavelength, rather than being more intermediate between the pump and signal wavelengths.
Even still, our results indicate that the chosen seed ratio more prominently affects the TMI
threshold and signal amplification efficiency in important ways. The two-tone configura-
tion does seem to suppress the onset of the TMI over the single-tone configuration, at least
as long as the ASE power levels are kept low. However, it is not too surprising that the
TMI power thresholds are lower for the 1:1 seed ratio as compared to the 21:10 seed ratio,
since the 1:1 seed ratio is closer to maximizing the output signal power. Unfortunately, the
optimal seed ratio for mitigating the onset of the TMI will not likely be close to the optimal
seed ratio for suppressing the onset of SBS. Even still, one may desire the lower seed ratios
in order to maximize the output signal powers, and thus the signal amplification efficiency
as well. And, as described previously, one problem with too high of a seed ratio is the onset
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(a) Below TMI threshold.


























(b) Above TMI threshold.
Figure 5.2: Output signal mode powers for the single-tone configured straight amplifier
operating either below (a) or above (b) the TMI threshold.


























(a) Below TMI threshold.


























(b) Above TMI threshold.
Figure 5.3: Output signal mode powers for the two-tone configured straight amplifier (1:1
seed ratio) operating either below (a) or above (b) the TMI threshold.
of ASE; however, this is where having a larger bulk Raman gain coefficient is helpful in
mitigating the onset of ASE.
This CMT TMI model can also predict all kinds of useful data for experiments like op-
timal seed ratios, onset TMI power levels, onset ASE power levels, change in temperatures
throughout the fiber, comparisons of single- and two-tone configurations, et cetera. These
are discussed in more details in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Tm-doped Two-tone fibers and ASE
The content of this chapter are published in [19]. The chapter focuses on the results from
simulating the model described in section 2.4.
Table 6.1: Important emission ranges of different rare-earth ions [50]
Rare-earth ions Emission range
Ho3+ 2.1-2.9 µm
Er3+ 0.55 µm, 1.5-1.6 µm, 2.7 µm
T m3+ 0.48-0.8 µm, 1.45-1.53 µm, 1.7-2.1 µm
Y b3+ 1.0-1.1 µm
In this report we will talk about Tm-doped fibers. As we can see from Table 6.1,
Tm-doped fibers can operate in eye-safe laser wavelengths and they can reach an atmo-
spheric transmission window. The difficulty of lasing and/or amplifying a laser signal in
the 2.1-2.2 µm regime is due to the fact that the gain spectrum of the thulium (Tm) dopant
rapidly diminishes beyond 2.1 µm, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Part of the problem is that it will
be difficult to create a strong seed power for the signal, and combined with the low gain
in this wavelength range, one expects to observe significant amounts of ASE, and possibly
parasitic lasing [4] consequently. However, above 2100 nm in wavelength there are some
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1e−24 Thulium Transi ion Cross-Section Spectrum
Absorption
Emission
Figure 6.1: Absorption and emission cross-section
spectra of the thulium dopant [65].
propitious atmospheric transmission windows, where one can expect to get up to about
95% transmission, as seen in Fig. 6.2 [7, 6, 28].
Tm-doped amplifiers can have higher dopant concentrations than ytterbium-doped am-
plifiers, and thus they are more susceptible to cross-relaxations and upconversions (see
Fig. 6.3) [23]. The strong cross-relaxation in the thulium kinetics model can almost double
the optical-to-optical (O-O) efficiency of the amplifier. Also, heat generation in the fiber is
still an important issue that can either degrade(∼> 85◦C), or even destroy (∼> 125◦C), the
polymer coating. The trade-off to be considered is that the heat deposition per unit length
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Figure 6.2: Atmospheric transmittance in the






0.79-0.793 µm 1.5-1.9 µm 1.7-2.2 µm
Pump bands Radiative decay Non-radiative decay Cross-relaxation Laser
Figure 6.3: Simplified thulium electron energy level diagram.
will decrease as the dopant concentration is lowered; however, the cross-relaxation process
also diminishes in direct proportion to the dopant concentration. Without a pronounced
cross-relaxation, the fiber efficiency (η) will tend towards what would be expected from
the quantum defect: η ∼ 1− λp/λs, which would vastly increase the amount of energy
being deposited as heat per unit length. This study will use the steady-state thulium en-
ergy level kinetics model presented in McComb’s dissertation [40], and will only consider
the typical co-/cladding-pumped configuration, where the wavelength of the pump light is
near the peak absorption around 790-793 nm. In the absorption/emission dataset that we
have [65], this peak occurs at 790 nm.
This model considers a continuous-wave, weakly guided, step-index Tm-doped opti-
cal fiber amplifier with core radius rcore = 10 µm, surrounded by a pure fused silica inner
cladding that extends to radius rclad = 200 µm, and a polymer jacket of thickness 75 µm
(rfiber = 275 µm). The refractive index of the core and the inner cladding regions are de-







is 0.09. Generally, our model follows the same coupled mode theory approach as described
in Naderi et al. [47], though we use a slightly different notation. Other notable differences
include the fact that we modify the governing equations for the inclusion of the ASE wave-
lengths, the intrinsic loss of the glass, the loss due to OH−1 (hydroxide) contamination,
and the mode-bend-loss (when the fiber is coiled). Moreover, the transverse domain is dis-
cretized using higher (polynomial) order finite elements, such that the elements conform
to the fiber boundaries. All integrations over the transverse domain are computed using at
least third-order Lagrangian element spaces ensuring higher precision calculations [18].
Only the transverse guided core modes are included in the model for the tone, signal,
and ASE wavelengths, and the pump light is modeled as a planewave [13, 17]. The mode
profiles and pump planewave extend throughout the core and inner cladding regions, but
are considered to be negligibly small in the polymer coating region. Under the fiber coiling
situations, the corresponding mode-loss values are calculated using the technique outlined
by Schermer & Cole [55]. Our propagation model is currently not capable of handling
coiled fiber mode profiles, so instead we use the straight fiber mode profiles. Though
we do use the proper propagation constants and mode-bend-losses. Even still, after some
numerical testing we found that in all cases pertinent to our investigations, comparing the
coiled (Rbend = 80 mm) and straight fibers and including multiple wavelengths and thermal
load conditions, the mode overlaps with the core (gain) region of the fibers only varies by
5.3% at most. This would not hold true under tighter bends. Likely, the low variation in
mode overlaps is due to the fact that Tm-doped fiber amplifiers have larger core numerical
apertures (especially compared to Yb-doped amplifiers), which limit the mode deformation
significantly. One consequence of this is that the gain saturation is maximized, which
means that, in most situations, our results show best-case performance metrics.
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This simulation only accounts for the forward propagating ASE, and only considers
the fundamental mode at each ASE wavelength. Though it is certainly possible to in-
clude backward propagating light in the model, and backward ASE affects the onset of
the TMI [5, 12], this effort is only attempting to indicate when ASE will be an issue, not
to accurately model its quantity nor its precise effects on amplifier performance. More-
over, including any backward propagating light would significantly increase the simulation
runtime. We feel that this approach offers a fair indication of when ASE will become
prominent in the amplifier, while keeping the simulations computationally tractable. The
change in the fiber temperature compared to the ambient temperature (25◦C).
It satisfies the heat equation with a source term (Q) representing the net absorption
along the fiber, primarily due to the gain mechanisms. An analysis of the relative sizes of
derivatives in the heat equation indicates that ∂ 2z [δT ] may be neglected. We solve the time
dependent transverse heat equation (2.26) on the transverse domains Ωfiberz0 =
{
(x,y,z)|x2+
y2 ≤ r2fiber;z = z0 ∈ [0,L]
}
at each discrete longitudinal point along the fiber, with a zero
Dirichlet boundary condition at the boundary r = rfiber.
The main goal of this chapter is to present relevant information, extracted from com-
puter simulation results, on the practicality and feasibility of a Tm-doped fiber amplifier
operating in the 2100-2200 nm wavelength regime. The detailed numerical simulations
will investigate different dopant concentrations, single- and two-tone amplifier configura-
tions, various seed ratios and total seed powers in a straight fiber, or one that is circularly
bent (Rbend = 80 mm), all at three specific signal wavelengths: 2110 nm, 2133 nm, and
2170 nm. This makes for a hybrid gain amplifier, including the active Tm dopant [17] and
gain from the SRS optical non-linearity [48], with the hope of, at least slightly, improv-
ing the suppression of the ASE and reducing the amplifier length that achieves 95% pump
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absorption. Also, expected peak temperatures within the fiber, signal output powers, and
signal amplification efficiencies, will be shown, all while allowing ASE to arise naturally
in the amplifier based on the given conditions. Moreover, we will show the effect of wave-
length on the mode-bend-loss values in the presence of three distinct steady-state thermal
profiles.
Section 6.1 presents the modeling results, starting with the wavelength and tempera-
ture dependence of the guided core mode-bend-losses near 2 µm (subsection 6.1.1) and
a brief comparison between single- and two-tone amplifier output signal powers (subsec-
tion 6.1.2). Then, subsection 6.1.3 provides results regarding the effects of varying the
total dopant concentration. The onset of ASE in the amplifier is studied in subsection 6.1.4
as seeding conditions are altered. Each of these result subsections quantify aspects of
complicated trade-space that pertains to Tm-doped amplifiers operating in the 2.1-2.2 µm
wavelength range.
6.1 Simulation results
In all of our runs, we have included experimentally calculated values for background sil-
ica loss and OH−1 contamination loss (1 ppm) extracted from [58, Fig. 2]. The thulium
absorption/emission cross-section values are evaluated using the data extracted from [65].
Moreover, this model considers ASE within the 1.9-2.15 µm wavelength band by binning
this region into five equally sized bins. The first bin has a central wavelength set at 1925 nm,
and each bin spans ∆λASE = 50 nm in wavelength. Using more ASE bins over the same
region is more accurate, since each bin references the gain parameters at the central wave-
length, which vary over the ASE wavelength window. However, based on our numerical
tests, so long as the ASE levels power remain low (∼<5 W), five bins produce results that
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are within a few percent of those found when twenty five bins are used. The total dopant









, where Nfactor is a unitless scaling factor. Additionally,
the fiber length is always set at the point where 95% of the pump power has been absorbed
(L ≡ L95%). Seed ratios are always presented as the tone power to the signal power (Pt:Ps)
in its reduced fraction form. Finally, in all cases when the amplifier is coiled, the bending
is circular such that Rbend = 80 mm all along the fiber length.
6.1.1 Thermally dependent mode-bend-loss






























Figure 6.4: Mode-bend-loss behavior under three different temperature profiles.
When the amplifier is coiled, the calculation of the mode-bend-loss values account for
thermal effects by altering the refractive index according to thermal profiles, utilizing rela-
tion (2.64), at specified discrete peak change in temperature values [19]. Figure 6.4 shows
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the computed mode-bend-loss behavior at three different fiber peak change in temperatures,
namely 0◦C, 100◦C, and 200◦C, as the wavelength varies around 2 µm. In this plot, the
mode-bend-losses increase with the wavelength for the guided core modes because longer
laser wavelengths result in fiber waveguides that are closer to being robustly single-mode.
However, the thermal lensing effect reduces the mode-bend-loss values by increasing the
numerical aperture of the fiber core region, and therefore its V -number. The kinks in this
plot may be due to the fact that our mode solver is finding degenerate modes compared to
what it found at other wavelengths. However, this is not evident in the numerical results,
which are always finding only one solution for the fundamental mode, and for each orien-
tation of the LP11 mode. For now these kinks may be considered part of the uncertainty in
the calculated mode losses.
6.1.2 Single- and two-tone output signal power comparisons
This study describes the two-tone seed ratios that either match the single-tone amplifier
output signal power or maximize the amplifier output signal power in a cold amplifier [19].
In all cases the length of the fiber is set at where 95% pump absorption occurs, the amplifier
is given 1 kW of launched pump power, the amplifier is coiled and has a total seed power,
summing the tone and signal values across all modes, of 100 W. Heating effects are not
considered. For λs = 2110 nm, the single- and two-tone configured amplifiers produce
nearly identical signal output powers when the two-tone seed ratio is 21:10. However,
the amplifier reaches its maximum output signal power when a 1:1 ratio is used in the
two-tone configuration. For the signal wavelengths of 2133 nm and 2170 nm, the single-
tone configuration seems to produce the maximum output signal power for the amplifier.
For these wavelengths, we checked seed ratios as low as 1:50 for the two-tone configured
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amplifier, and the output signal powers were increasing as this seed ratio decreased.
6.1.3 Effects of the dopant concentration
In this investigation we vary the Tm dopant concentration to study important amplifier
performance characteristics. Both single- and two-tone amplifier configurations are con-
sidered, and straight and coiled fiber cases are investigated. In all cases, the total seed
power is 20 W, and, if not otherwise stated, the total launched pump power is 1 kW. This
total seed power was chosen to ensure that the ASE wavelengths do not grow to signifi-
cant levels (< 1 W). For the two-tone configuration simulations, a 10:1 seed ratio is used.
The first reported metric is the fiber length that corresponds to 95% pump power absorp-
tion. The fiber performance is also characterized by the output signal power (Ps(z = L)),





−Tambient) experienced throughout the amplifier. In this study,
the normalized power is obtained by dividing the given power by the total initial power,
which is the sum of the total seed power and the launched pump power. The fiber signal
amplification efficiency (ηs) at longitudinal point z0 is expressed by the following formula:
ηs(z = z0) =
Ps(z = z0)−Ps(z = 0)
Pp(z = 0)−Pp(z = z0)+Pt(z = 0)−max
{
Pt(z = 0),Pt(z = z0)
} .
The numerical modeling results of this study for the straight and coiled fibers are il-
lustrated in figures 6.5, 6.6 , 6.7, and 6.9. We plot 6.5, and 6.6, the first row shows the
fiber length at which 95% of the launched pump power is absorbed. The second and third
rows, respectively, depict the trends in the output signal powers and the output amplifier
efficiencies under the same variations of the total dopant concentration. We plot the peak
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Figure 6.5: Straight amplifier performances. The color-codes indicate a range of ratios of
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Figure 6.6: Coiled amplifier performances. The color-codes indicate a range of ratios of
output tone power to output signal power: <0.01, 0.01-0.1, 0.1-0.5, 0.5-1.0, and
>1.0.
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and polymer jacket 6.9 regions. The coiled fiber results are very similar to the straight
fiber results, illustrated in Figures
Recall that this study uses a fixed seed ratio, and thus is not optimizing the output
signal power. Therefore, a color-code is implemented to better describe the amplifier output
behavior. In Figure 6.5, and 6.6, the second and third rows of the two-tone column uses
black to signify that output tone power is less than 1% of the output signal power, whereas
green indicates this ratio is within 0.01 and 0.1, blue represents that it is between 0.1 and
0.5, yellow is for 0.5 to 1, and, finally, red indicates that the ratio is above 1.
The main trade-off to be considered is that a higher dopant concentration allows for a
shorter fiber, which typically acts as an optical non-linearity suppression mechanism (e.g.,
SBS mitigation); however, it also results in higher fiber temperatures. As described previ-
ously, higher temperatures can lead to polymer degradation or failure. The higher tempera-
tures reduce the mode-bend-losses (review Fig. 6.4), including the differential mode-losses,
which would make higher-order mode filtration less efficacious [34]. Near single-mode op-
eration leads to better output beam quality. Longer fiber amplifiers are better for achieving
this mode filtration effect since the losses are a scattering process as the light propagates.
However, a longer fiber will also likely result in lower amplifier efficiencies since the mode-
bend-losses, intrinsic silica losses, and hydroxide contamination losses will have a greater
impact on the performance. Note that the heating due to absorption from the loss mecha-
nisms is non-negligible in terms of total energy deposited throughout the fiber, and thus are
included in the heat source term (Q), but they do not have a significant impact on the peak
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2170nm
Figure 6.7: Peak change in temperature in a straight fiber throughout the core region as a
function of launched pump power and dopant concentration. Color bands relate to peak
change in temperature ranges (core region) as follows:
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2170nm
Figure 6.8: Peak change in temperature in a straight fiber throughout the core region as a
function of launched pump power and dopant concentration. Color bands relate to peak
change in temperature ranges (core region) as follows:







































































0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
factor
2170nm
Figure 6.9: Peak change in temperature in a straight fiber throughout the polymer coating
region as a function of launched pump power and dopant concentration. Color bands relate
to peak change in temperature ranges (polymer region) as follows:







































































0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
factor
2170nm
Figure 6.10: Peak change in temperature in a coiled fiber throughout the core region as a
function of launched pump power and dopant concentration. Color bands relate to peak
change in temperature ranges (core region) as follows:







































































0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
factor
2170nm
Figure 6.11: Peak change in temperature in a coiled fiber throughout the core region as a
function of launched pump power and dopant concentration. Color bands relate to peak
change in temperature ranges (core region) as follows:







































































0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
factor
2170nm
Figure 6.12: Peak change in temperature in a coiled fiber throughout the polymer coating
region as a function of launched pump power and dopant concentration. Color bands relate
to peak change in temperature ranges (polymer region) as follows:
17◦C-27◦C, 27◦C-47◦C, 47◦C-57◦C, 57◦C-67◦C, and 67◦C-77◦C.
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6.1.4 Onset of ASE based on seed conditions
Amplified spontaneous emission is an issue when lasing in the 2.1-2.2 µm wavelength
regime especially when one cannot achieve high enough seed powers to sufficiently saturate
the active gain mechanism such that stimulated emission dominates, and suppresses the
spontaneous emission. In these simulations, we are launching 1 kW of pump power into
the coiled fiber, and are using a total dopant concentration of 3 ·1026 ions/m3 (Nfactor = 1).
Note that the circular bending of the fiber has little effect on the onset of ASE. Furthermore,
the total ASE power is calculated by summing together the powers of each of the five ASE
wavelength bins. Finally, for simplicity, we treat the fibers as being robustly single-mode,
which allows us to implement the equivalent short fiber concept delineated in [17] without
loss of simulation fidelity.
Figure 6.13 displays color contours for the maximum total ASE power levels along the
amplifier based on the total seed power and the seed ratio for all three signal wavelengths.
The seed ratios used for this study are 1:50, 1:25, 1:10, 1:1, 2:1, 5:1, and 10:1. These ratios
are given as decimals on the abscissa of the plots. Moreover, the single-tone configured
amplifier results are plotted at the seed ratio of 1:∞ = 0. For the signal wavelengths of
2133 nm and 2170 nm, review Fig. 6.13 plots b and c respectively, the total ASE power
only increases significantly as the seed ratios approach the single-tone case, and thus are
zoomed to that region. In the remaining part of these two plots, the maximum ASE power
level remains below 0.01 W within the considered fiber length. Our results reflect the
expectation that by increasing the total seed power, the onset of ASE is mitigated. It is also
clear from the data that lower seed ratios are worse at suppressing the ASE. This is also
not surprising, given that the signal is at a wavelength of low gain for the Tm dopant, and
therefore needs a stronger seed to ensure stimulated emission throughout the fiber.
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(a) λs = 2110 nm


























(b) λs = 2133 nm


























(c) λs = 2170 nm
Figure 6.13: Maximum total ASE power levels in a straight fiber.
Figures 6.14–6.16 provide some examples of the ASE power profiles along the fiber
length, including the sum total ASE power level, when the total seed power is 5 W. The
stark difference in the ASE power levels between the two-tone (a) and single-tone (b) con-
figurations in both Fig. 6.15 and 6.16 provide some indication as to why the ASE power lev-
els are so low at all seed ratios for data collected at λs = 2133, and 2170 nm (see Fig. 6.13
plots b and c). In these cases, for the two-tone configuration, the tone wavelength is near
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the peak in the gain spectra of the Tm dopant. Thus, the tone laser saturates the gain so
well that the spontaneous emission is suppressed. The signal is so weak that it does not
compete well for the active gain, and the SRS effect is not strong enough to compensate.
Therefore, most of the output power resides in the tone wavelength. This demonstrates
that, when operating outside the main gain bandwidth, large seed ratios will likely inhibit
the signal amplification. However, in the single-tone case, there is no tone wavelength to
force stimulated emission, and so the ASE grows significantly.
This numerical simulation effort provides important quantifications of the complex per-
formance trade-space for high-power continuous-wave Tm-doped fiber laser amplifiers op-
erating in the 2.1-2.2 µm wavelength regime. All of these calculations are done under
somewhat idealized conditions, but are indicative of what can be anticipated in real am-
plifiers. The results provide relative magnitudes and trends that allow other researchers
to identify potentially important parameter ranges to quantify their amplifier performance
under various configurations.
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(a) Two-tone configuration with a 10:1 seed ratio.
























Figure 6.14: ASE power levels when λs = 2110 nm using total seed power of 5 W.






















(a) Two-tone configuration with a 10:1 seed ratio.





















Figure 6.15: ASE power levels when λs = 2133 nm using total seed power of 5 W.



















(a) Two-tone configuration with a 10:1 seed ratio.





















Figure 6.16: ASE power levels when λs = 2170 nm using total seed power of 5 W.
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Chapter 7
Propagation of light in the presence of artificial gratings
As we have already discussed, one of the issues, which is currently recognized to be the
main roadblock to power scaling of beam combinable fiber amplifiers, is the nonlinear
transverse mode instability (TMI). TMI can be described as a sudden breakdown in beam
quality at high power operation, first observed experimentally [15]. As pointed out in the
review [31], when attempting to design highly coherent lasers capable of sustained high
(average) powers, a practically uncrossable limit was encountered due to the TMI. After
intensive speculations on the cause of TMI, the prevailing theory seems to be that the
cause is a temperature-induced grating. Numerical modeling is essential for investigating
the TMI, and other non-linearities that arise inside fiber amplifiers, since experimental
evidence is mostly limited to examining the amplifier output, and cannot measure the onset
of physical effects that occur inside of the glass fiber. Before we try to find the root cause
of TMI, a firm understanding is required about how the power transfer occurs between
modes due to refractive index grating. One of the most discussed refractive index gratings
is the Fiber Bragg Grating or FBG. An FBG is a periodic perturbation or change of the
refractive index along the fiber length formed by exposing the core of the optical fiber
to an intense optical interference pattern. When the grating period equals half the input
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light wavelength, the first wavelength signal will be reflected coherently to make a large
reflection. The reflected wavelength is called the Bragg wavelength, and defined by the
relationship:
Bragg wavelength = 2nΛ,
where n is the effective refractive index of the grating in the fiber core and Λ is the grating
period.
7.1 Long Period Bragg Grating and Mode Coupling
Our interest here is Long Period Bragg Gratings or LPBGs which can couple modes with
the same propagating direction inside the core. the long period gratings have an effect
on mode coupling because the grating period is now about 1000x bigger and similar to
the inter-mode beat length. Thus, physical structures like the gratings only interact with
electromagnetic phenomenon (light or beating modes) when they have similar sizes. For
example, the fundamental mode or FM of a multi-mode fiber can be coupled to a certain
higher-order mode or HOM, or a core mode can be coupled to cladding modes propagating
in a similar direction using LPBG. In order to do this, we need to make sure that the grating
period is equal to the difference of the phases of the two involved modes, i.e. if we want
to couple two modes having propagation constants β1 and β2, using an LPBG of period d,





where ∆β = (β1− β2). We can easily couple from the fundamental (LP01) mode to any
higher-order mode with l = 0 (l corresponds to first index of LPlm, where l is the azimuthal
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order and m is the radial order), and even to modes with l 6= 0 if the Bragg grating is radially
asymmetric. Numerical verification of these results are given in the following sections.
Now before proceeding further we need to remember that we are most interested in
the conditions that cause power or energy to leave the fundamental mode. This is because
we want an LMA fiber (which supports a few core guided modes) to operate like a single-
mode fiber that only guides the fundamental mode. The fundamental mode produces the
best beam quality at the output end of the fiber, and all HOMs produce reduced beam
quality. Therefore, the following sections are going to focus on the LP01 fundamental
mode interacting with some other HOM. Also, this is what the observed TMI phenomenon
does in high-power fiber laser amplifiers. The artificial LPBG is a controlled theoretical and
numerical test that will explore the conditions for coupling. Section 7.2 attempts to derive
analytical expressions for power in a simpler system with only two propagating modes.
7.2 An autonomous system for Power


















Next, we consider a simplified system where we propagate only one laser wavelength
(hence ignoring the super-script `) consisting of two guided core modes (Ms = 2). We
ignore gain as it has no contribution towards the mode coupling effect that is being inves-
tigated. By ignoring the active gain, the Raman gain, and all forms of loss along the fiber
from the term ”Pol“ in equation (7.1b), we ensure that the total laser power ought to be
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conserved as it propagates along the fiber length. Finally, we prevent our computational
LPBG to have a time dependence. For example, we consider a LPBG of the following
form
Π(z) = δn0 sin(Λ1∆β z).
Ideally, to better match the TMI phenomenon one should consider a time dependent grating
but since our goal is to come up with analytical expressions for power when the coupling
is non-chaotic, we ignore the time dependence. In real fibers the fabricated FBGs and/or
natural LPBGs of TMI tend to have refractive index fluctuations that are more within about
10−5 to 10−3. So, we fix δn0 = 10−4. Also, we assume that the modes are real valued.
Also, at z = 0, mode 1 contains all the power (say Ptotal), i.e. P1(z = 0) = Ptotal, and P2(z =
0) = 0 where subscripts are denoting the mode indices. Finally, we approximate β1, and β2
by βavg where βavg =
β1 +β2
2






Π(z) n(x,y) ϕm(x,y)ϕl(x,y) dxdy,
= i Im(Klm).
Therefore, Klm,= iC1 sin(Λ1∆β z) when l 6= m, (7.2a)
and Klm,= 0 when l = m, (7.2b)





n(x,y) ϕm(x,y)ϕl(x,y) dxdy ≈ O(10−5) is a constant.
We also have the following properties as our coupling term is a purely imaginary number.
K∗lm =−Klm, ∀l,m,
Klm = Kml, ∀l,m.
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For the newly defined system we rewrite the CMT-amplitude equation as follows:
dA1
dz
= K11A1 + ei(β2−β1)zK12A2, (7.3a)
dA2
dz
= ei(β1−β2)zK21A1 +K22A2. (7.3b)

















































































































































(ama∗l −ama∗m+a∗ma∗l +ala∗l )
]
.
















If ηl is very small for all l ∈ {1,2}, we may neglect them which results in an autonomous
system for power. Also, mode power exchange can be interpreted using the equations (7.6a),
and (7.6b). Imagine at some point (say at z = z1) in the fiber, mode 1 contains all the power.







= Im(K21) I21P1 +η2(z) (7.7b)
Equation (7.7a) shows that mode 1 will lose power and (7.7b) shows that mode 2 will gain
power through the coupling term. In fact, all the power gets exchanged between the modes






, approximating I12 ≈ 1
and I21 ≈ 1 we write (7.6a), and (7.6b) in the following manner:
dP
dz





















 and D =
0 0
0 −2





Therefore we rewrite (7.8) as,
d W
dz




= [U ·η ]1 (7.10a)
d W2
dz







=−2C1 sin(Λ1∆β z)W2 +[η2(z)−η1(z)] (7.11b)
The solution to the above system of equations can be written as follows:
























[U ·η ]1− eξ
∫ z
0







[U ·η ]1 + eξ
∫ z
0
[U ·η ]2 (7.14b)
Since, P1 +P2 = Ptotal, we have
∫ z
0












































. Next, let us look at the function


















Clearly, at z j =
π j
Λ1∆β
, ξ (z j) = 0 for all j = 1,2, . . .. Therefore, the difference between the
two mode powers at these specific longitudinal points are given by










If O(Λ1) = 1 we have e
(−1) j 2C1




The ηs are the power in the cross-mode terms, and one ought to expect them to be small
in real optical fibers. Hence, Assuming η1 and η2 are very small, we may say the integral∫ z
0
(η2 − η1) is also small. Therefore we can argue that (as it can be derived that the
second order derivative of f at those z j points is also 0) z j’s are all critical points of f and
consequently f , P1 and P2 are periodic with period
π j
Λ1∆β
(may not be shortest). In the
next section I consider a simplified system with no active gain and a suitable sinusoidal
perturbation to the fiber refractive index to theoretically predict the results we have from
LPBG theory.
7.3 Simulation Results
This section now numerically simulates a fiber waveguide with the artificial LPBG through-
out the fiber: Π(z, t), described in the previous section. Sometimes the active gain is re-
introduced, just to demonstrate that it doesn’t really affect the mode coupling. In this
section simulations are done using the scalar CMT model 2.54 over a 0.5 m long Yb-doped
fiber that is actually manufactured by a business called Nufern unless stated otherwise. At
the beginning of the fiber we seed all the power in the fundamental mode. We simulate two
cases using Yb-doped Nufern fiber whose specs are given in Table 4.1, in both cases we use
the Bragg grating function (7.2a) as a perturbation to the refractive index. Loss and Raman
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gain are not considered in these simulations. The fiber cross-section is non-dimensionalized
by scaling by the fiber cladding radius. i.e. in the non-dimensionalized geometry, fiber
cladding radius is 1 and the fiber core radius is 1/16. In the first case, the perturbation to
the refractive index profile is radially symmetric. Also ∆β = (β1−β2). Consequently in ta-
ble 7.1 we can clearly see coupling between modes LP01 and LP02. Other modes remained
unaltered. In the second case the refractive index is perturbed asymmetrically. Here we






Table 7.2 shows results in the asymmetric case. Here we fixed ∆β = (β01−β11) to get cou-
pling between LP01 and wo independent LP11 modes that are effectively a rotation of the
other, and will be labeled LP11a and LP11b modes. We do the same thing for LP21 modes.
In the case where we have included gain in the simulation, we do see amplification in mode
power levels.
As expected, the gain does not directly affect the mode coupling in terms of its period-
icity (meaning rate of coupling) nor its direction of coupling. Even though it appears that
each mode is growing (being amplified) at the same rate, this is not exactly true. Their rate
of growth/amplification depends on their overlap with the gain region, which is slightly dif-
ferent for different LP modes (though is the same for different orientations/rotations of the
same LP mode). To further investigate, in the following section I experiment with different
grating functions (Π), employed to different grating regions.
7.4 Experiments with different grating functions and perturbation regions
In this section we will continue exploriing different grating functions and perturbation re-
gions, but with some new objectives in mind. When TMI occurs, we observe chaotic power
transfer between modes. If we can find a grating which stabilizes an ongoing TMI then that
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may serve an alternative solution to prevent the instability. In other words, if the fiber
amplifier was already chaotically exchanging energy between its guided modes (e.g., the
TMI), then we would like to design an artificial grating that forces HOM energy back into
the FM to the greatest extent possible. Hence, we are looking for cases with the property
that, irrespective of the position in the fiber, the grating would always cause the fundamen-
tal mode to gain power and never lose power. Consequently, all the higher order modes
should lose power irrespective of the position in the fiber and never gain power.
We have already seen that it is possible to exchange power between any particular two
modes by tweaking ∆β in the grating function and varying the perturbation region. Here,
instead of any two modes we want all of the higher order modes to send its power to the
fundamental mode. We start by considering the following function,
Π(z, t) = δn0 ∑
j
a j sin(∆ jβ z)
where ∆ jβ is the jth ∆β from the set of all ∆β s. For different perturbation regions, we
varied the coefficients a j from 0-10 with 10 data-points. We then reduce the range 0-10
and increase data points, for example 100 data points in the range 0-1, depending on the
output. The code is also checking the following,
• Recognize the cases where the final fundamental mode power yield is maximum.
• At which z-point (smallest) the fundamental mode reaches its maximum power. This
will be useful to optimize the perturbed fiber length.
In order to satisfy all the properties stated above, for different perturbation regions, the
optimized coefficients of the sine functions won’t be the same. We have presented results
that are closest to our requirement. The code discards a possible grating if any of the above
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stated properties is not satisfied. In each simulation the program considers two initial power
distributions. In one case the power is equally distributed among all the modes, while in
the other case FM contains 60% of the total power and the rest of the power is equally
distributed among the rest of the modes. Since the TMI process is a chaotic process, to
serve our purpose, we need a grating that satisfies all the above stated properties for any
initial conditions. The other parameters are same as in Table 4.1. Following are the three
examples of gratings from our simulation output, which are the closest to what we are
looking for.
Annulus: This is the first output from our fiber amplifier model satisfying the requirements
stated in the previous sections. The grating region is an annulus. Following are the
description of the grating region as well as the grating function:
• Center: (0.5rcore, 0.2rcore); Inner radius: 0.97rcore.
• Region:
√







The subscript of the ∆β shows the LP subscripts of the chosen modes. We ob-
served that the value of δn0 can also be optimized by measuring the maximum power
achieved by the fundamental mode in a single simulation, keeping the other initial
conditions same. Table 7.3 refers to a small part of the data where PFM reaches its












Table 7.3: The change in FM output power is shown as the value of δn0 changes, the
grating region here is an annulus






Table 7.4: The table shows at what distance the fundamental mode reaches its maximum
power as we change the initial input seed power injected in the FM, the grating region here
is an annulus
for different FM mode initial seed power, at which point of the fiber max(PFM) is




Ellipsec: Here Ellipsec denotes the complement of an elliptic region inside the fibercore. The
details of the ellipse and the grating function is following:









Figure 7.1: Initial seed equally dis-
tributed.








Table 7.5 refers to a small part of the data where PFM reaches its maximum value
for various δn0 values. We set δn0 = 1.97e−4. Table 7.6 showing for different FM
mode initial seed power, at which point of the fiber max(PFM) is reached. Here 1




Hyperbolac: Here Hyperbolac denotes the complement of an hyperbolic region inside the fiber-
core. The details of the hyperbola and the grating function is following:





















Table 7.5: The change in FM output power is shown as the value of δn0 changes, the
grating region here is the complement of an elliptic region inside the fibercore






Table 7.6: The table shows at what distance the fundamental mode reaches its maximum
power as we change the initial input seed power injected in the FM, the grating region here
is the complement of an elliptic region inside the fibercore
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Figure 7.3: Initial seed equally dis-
tributed.
Figure 7.4: FM receives 60% of the seed
power.






Table 7.7: The table shows at what distance the fundamental mode reaches its maximum
power as we change the initial input seed power injected in the FM, the grating region here







We optimize the output FM power with δn0 in similar fashion and we set 2.05 ·10−4.




As a conclusion, I say that even if the main purpose of this chapter is to numerically
come up with a grating that has the potential to convert the chaotic TMI process into a
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Figure 7.5: Initial seed equally dis-
tributed.
Figure 7.6: FM receives 60% of the seed
power.
steady FM beam, the experiments did not give good approximations for the required grat-
ing. However, results from section 7.4 do show a lot of promise. Figures 7.1 through 7.6
show mode-wise the power profiles along the longitudinal length of the fiber, for two dif-
ferent initial seed conditions and for the three grating regions received from the simulation
after initial optimizations. The chapter can serve as the initial work of a potential future




Following are the conclusions that we draw:
• From chapter 4 we conclude that for power-level computations equivalent fibers are
good candidates. Also, Figure 4.4 clearly indicates that excessively short equivalent
fiber lengths are not recommendable. TMI. However, more research is needed in this
area.
• In chapter 5 we show the onset of TMI and various relative modal instability power
thresholds under different scenarios.
• In chapter 6 the numerical simulation effort provides important quantification of the
complex performance trade-space for high-power continuous-wave Tm-doped fiber
laser amplifiers operating in the 2.1-2.2 µm wavelength regime. Our studies have
included the effects of changing the total dopant concentration in the amplifier, the
seeding conditions (including both the total seed power and tone-to-signal seed ra-
tios), the amplifier configuration (single- or two-tone), the magnitude of the bulk
Raman gain coefficient, the coil of the fiber (straight or circularly bent), and the
signal wavelength. These important amplifier characteristics include the anticipated
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amplifier lengths of 95% pump absorption, the guided core mode-bend-losses under
different thermal loads, the signal amplification efficiencies, the signal output pow-
ers, the expected conditions for the onset of ASE and the onset of the TMI (chapter 5),
and the predicted maximum temperatures throughout the fiber.
• Finally, Chapter 7 derives an autonomous system of power for a simplified fiber am-
plifier system. Through experiments we also conclude that it is possible to construct
a grating that has the capability to mitigate
All of these calculations are done under somewhat idealized conditions, but are indicative
of what can be anticipated in real amplifiers. Our results provide relative magnitudes and
trends that allow other researchers to identify potentially important parameter ranges to
quantify their amplifier performance under various configurations.
8.1 Future work
As this dissertation attempts to answer many question regarding fiber amplifier research,
there are still many unanswered question that has the potential to extend the work in this
dissertation. Following are a few pointers:
1. Throughout the dissertation we have used a straight fiber modes. In the field of
fiber amplifier, bent fibers are of particular interest as these fibers are mostly used in
environments where its surrounded in a spool of a particular radius. So, as a next step
we can try to compute the bent modes in a step-index fiber and do the propagation
studies.
2. Also, in this dissertation we use a step-index fiber. Although, other types of fibers,
for example hollow-core fibers or microstructure fibers are also extremely important
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and has many applications. Here, we can try to compute the modes in those fiber
geometry (with or without bending) and do the propagation studies.
3. Finally for tmi mitigation chapter 7 provides potential solutions in terms of artificial
refractive index grating applied to specific regions in the core. The solutions look
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